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7. President
June
Washington.
Governor Mills, Land Commissioner Special to the New Mexican.
7.
the
By
June
giving
Washington.
a
Territorial
Engineer
Taft today pent
R. P. Ervien and
special message to
vomnn i. Sullivan, constituting the right of way to the conservation bill Congress in which he recommended
territorial good roads commission, wnicn win ue tauen up win; weeu aim that the clause in the new railroad bill
was the wish of the President
have returned from Las Vegas and! which
bill will come next which gives the Interstate Commerce
the
statehood
Las
Vegas
with
twenty
Mora where
lu
wilhout
to
opposition. Tne vote of the
citizens thev inspected the road
suspend the increased ra.es filed by
with
the
concur
Senate
House
to
aiso
Scenic
Highway.
the
Mora and
to the railroad bill will uie ruuiuuus ue mourned so as io lane
The trip proved a most interesting amendments
effect immediately upon the signing
very close.
and enjoyable one. It was made from
of the act.
re-verges gam&i.
t a vpms in automobiles and the
As it stands in the bill, the provisWashington, June 7 -- Formal charg- (
n,3lp via the La Cuesta
of
Lorimer
ion
William
does not take effect for sixty days.
Senator
raneh and the J. D. Hanch ranch,
Illinois were laid before the Senate
Washington, June 7. The Presi
served.
lunch
Upon
the latter
being
i.
t
rae.mu..
i.
...ii
llIS colleague,
bli dent bases his request upon the agree- ratm thA onmmissinn met with tolla
om. The proceeding was he presen-an- ment reached with the railroad presi
the board of county commissioners,
of a memorandum by Clifford dents yesterday whereby the railroads
San Miguel county pledged $5,000
of agree to withdraw all increased rates
e
,f C
placfng
in
road
Mora
;re8,lrtnt
the
good
toward
until the new law is signed.
the
Illinois
Legislative
cunt pf;r:p?;,;:eml)odving the
f10
of bribery of Eastern Railroad Presidents at White
charge
be in
000
Th s
legislature,
House.
the territorial good roads commission.
wUhout
Washington, June 7. Presidents
The construction wort will not be ex- j(omment tQ the conmiittee on privi. Brown of the Xew York Central and
tensive and as something like eighty
elections,
McCrea of the Pennsylvania road,
teams use the road daily it will prove
A pessjmjstic 0utook.
derepresents tne eastern ami central
a great benefit. The visitors were
Wash,ngtoni Jun6 7 Tne action of lines were in conference this atter- of
evident
with
the
prosperity
lighted
terda indicated that noon with President Taft, to ratify,
thg genate
the Mora valley and the promise that(even Jf an agreement is rPached sub-La- s
is believed the agreement outlined
Vegas will be a large, prosperous
entl 1)V which a vote shall be to the western roads yesterday.
city some day. Territorial Engineer taken Qn
statehood wu it win be
Vernon L. Sullivan inspected the in-- , delayed until near the close of the
take canal to the Campfield reservoir &ession when there wiI1 bP but slight HIGHWAYMEN AT WORK
IN NEIGHBORING REPUBLIC
and with Land Commissioner Ervien chanee for it to emerge from confer-als- o
as
went over the Scenic Highway
ence
Attacked the Bella Vista
far as its present terminus near Har- The Democrats led in the movement They
Hacienda in the State of Oaxaca
s
ver's Lower ranch, almost sixteen tQ havP the statehood measure
-- Secured
$4,000.
from the Meadow City. They stituted for the conservation bill, but
found that San Miguel county had seemed to see in the situation scant
band
Mexico. June 7. Santanon's
taken good care of its end of the road opportunity for action on it at the
of highwaymen a few days ago attackand that it was in much better con- - present session,
j
ed the Bella Vista hacienda in the
dition than had been anticipated.
Rajroad Bill Goes to Conference.
Governor Mills during his visit in
Washington, D. C, June 7. By a southeastern part of the state of OaxWashington this month will seek to- vote of 156 to 163 the House rejected aca, looting the place and killing the
have the federal government appro- tne motjon 0f Lenroot of Wisconsin, manager and two laborers, who had
the ,0 accept the Senate amendments to been imprudent enough to oppose
priate a sufficient sum to complete conAfter looting the Bella Vista
road across the Pecos forest to a
an(j adopted the sec- - them.
the ranroad
Govend.
Fe
Santa
nection witrrthe
tion affecting the increases in rates ef- - hacienda Santanon forced the man'
ernor Mills fouud. .that the dry farmers fective immediately
the ap- - ager 0f another hacienda. La Pomona
upon
on the Las Vegas,mesa are not at all provai 0f the new law. The bill now to hand him over $4,000. Two other
discouraged. A rain last week helped g0es to conference. Speaker Cannon ranches were attacked on the same
r
considerably and if the usual rains oc- appojnted Mann of Illinois, Wagner of day. A large posse of rurales,
In
assured.
and citizens is now in pursuit
are
late bumper crops
Pennsylvania, and Adanison of Geor-jdier- s
as" the House conferees.
of Santanon, but it is improbable that
the Mora valley, water for irrigation
'
she will be caught, the territory being
is still plentiful. At Las Vegas, a;
U very difficult one. Santanon is a
$25,000 addition to St. Anthony's San-- i TRQUBLE REP0RTED 0N
(desperate character and a regular
itarium will be constructed and quite;
pawama pan
dH l,oltl
Vir, iC
lit t
niQU mL.'ll
a number of beautiful residences anaI- - V
tV- f
v
i.
conof
course
in
costly buildings are
Enormous Land Slides in, the Culebra .ncia ai.f .
icnoi 7iiiLt-c-lllrtt llirtljv turn
struction
Cut Threaten tne tntire txcavahaving been counted.
Mounted Police Notes.
tion it Seems.
1
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mount-'
Scheurich
A.
C.
LARGEST SUGAR
ed Police accompanied
7.
June
Texas.
San
Antonio,
mat,
REFINERY IN THE WORLD.
to Kelly to investigate the murder of! nil
...nil it'i Vi thi Panama ftxnal
Mr. Scheurich s brother.
cut is giving trouble! Will Be Established at Texas
retain
has received that the Culebra
.
City- v'"l'""" ttvoH
ana
mat
uic
a
reward
With
illustrated posters offering
Incorporated
Company
a labor crisis before long, is
of $6 000 for tlhe arrest of Joseph to face
Capital of $1,600,000.
news brought here by a letter ad-.,- ,.
the
of
murdering
Wendling suspected
Aim., Twiner- tit Louis-- dressed to B. D. Dittmer of this city.
clgllt. jcai win .ci....a. Dallas, Texas, June 7. The largest
sugar
.
refinery in the entire south will
in tnp office of Che treasurer of the
t t n i.
the
WriZ aged 35 jears. commission but to give his .name.be established in the course of Reyear by the Texas Sugar
present
Ae.
nnspnlienMS
: bi
,
a
oi
at Chama on the charge
api nug
informant the sides of fining Company, recently incorporated
b
culebra cut are giving way to the under the laws of Delaware
with a
the
the
The plant will
capital of $1,600,000.
exerted
(tremendous
upon
pressure
Notaries Public Appointed
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Referred to Committee on Privi- Gives Interstate Commerce Com- - Sulphur Water Released and Delivered Romanese Lecture at Progressives However Seem to
'
Noxious Gases Envelop
mission Right to Investigate
the University to Learned
Have Better of the
lege and Election for Inand Suspend.
Audience.
vestigation.
Vicinity.
Fray

Had an Interesting and Delightful Trip to Meadow City
With Officials.
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San Miguel Gives $5,000 and Vote on Statehood Bill in Wants Clause in Railroad Earthquakes Spread Death!
Bill to Be Put Into Effect
Senate Is Once More
and Destruction in Cala- Mora $2,000 for Highbria and Sicily
Delayed
Immediately
way to Mora

governor

NTU

1

Former President
Naples, June 7. Heavy earthquake)
Oxford, Jui
caused a number ot ueams aua Th(,0,lon, Roosevelt is the
guest of Oxnmcn uamage to property in central
He
delivered
ford
the
today.
Campania early today. The disturblecture at the University of
ance appears to have centered in the
province ot Avelleno. The town of Oxford and the university conferred
(..llitri was haH. dt.Htroved and 2o pro- - upon him the nonary degree of Doctor
pl(, wpra reorled kUled ther(1.
other of Civil Laws. Oxford was glad to see
deaths occurred at Valata, near by. the former president and made the
At San Sossio, several houses fell and fact known. At first there was a rea number of persons
were injured. ception by the mayor of the corporaConsiderable damage was done at. tion at the town hall, the big audiSalerno, 30 miles southeast of Naples. ence singing "For He's a Jolly Good
The shock was felt at Cozensa, Paola, Fellow," when Mr. Roosevelt appearcatanzaro, Reggio, Benevento. Capua ed. Mr. Roosevelt then, made a hurand Malfi. Calitri is a town af XuOO ried trip of the leading colleges and
other places of historic interest. He
inhabitants.
was entertained at luncheon by the
Scenes of Terror,
American
club leaving afterward for
7.
was
The shock
Naples, June
also felt in the department of Basili-cat- the Sheldon theatre where his lecture
(Synopsis of lecture
Calabria and Sicily, and the prov- was delivered.
a
appears on another page.)
inces of Benevento. Canipobasso,
and Naples. A panic was created at Torre Annunziate and Torre de HOMESTEAD ENTRIES KEEP
OFFICIALS BUSY.
Frore where the p0puiaiion lives in
from
constant fear of an eruption
Mount Vesuvius. The shock was se-i- t Settlers Still Find New Mexico a Devore,v plt at PaIermo on the n0rth
sirable Place to Live Major
coasl of siciv. The government will
Muller's Monthly Report.
ask parliament for $100,000 for imme
diate relief work. King Victor EmThe work of the local land office is
manuel has ordered a special train, still
going merrily on and Major Fred
as he wishes personally to visit the Muller, the
receiver, has just finished
Kone of disturbance. Reports from the his report for the month of May showstricken districts are coming in slow- ing that settlers are still anxious to
ly, as the wires are prostrated. Later come to New Mexico.
met
advices say that ten persons
There were 35 homestead entries
death at San Sossio where the sulphur
the act of February 10, coverunder
waters were reieaseu oy shocks aim
an
area of 7,681.38 with fees
ing
flooded the vicinity.
From the flood
to $335 and commissions
amounting
noxious gases arose. Several persons
$287.95.
were killed and several others inThere were 105 original homestead
jured at Castel Baronia, Clabritto is
also badly damaged.
Soldiers have entries, covering an area of 14,965.99,
been sent to the stricken districts. It with fees amounting to $985 and comwas the darkest hour of the early missions $575.50. The final homestead
morning when the shock was felt at entries were 36 covering an area of
was 5,132.47 acres and bringing in commis- town
Avellino. The sleeping
aroused by shaking walls, rattling oi sions of $200.40. There was one des- A ert land entry covering an area of
furniture and falling of timbers.
panic seized the 20,000 inhabitants 8u.l acres and 30 original desert land
who live in daily fear of seismic dis- entries covering an area of 4,271.38
aster. Half naked men, women and tne purchase money being $1,021.5,).
Of commuted
homestead
entries
children fled from their homes screaming with terror. In the public squares there were 32 covering an area of
hundreds threw themselves on their 5,027.58 and the purchase money be
faces a"d implored the mercy of the ing $6,095.45. There were three old
Almighty. Then the religious fervor soldiers' additional homestead entries
jfound expression in half organized covering an area of 120 acres and
processions to the shrine of Si. An- bringing in fees of $15. There were
two homestead declaratory statements
drew, the protector of the town.
covering an area of 160 acres and four
Losses Very Heavy
Naples, June 7. The extent of the lien selections by railroads covering
earthquake which was experienced an area of 160 acres.
throughout southern Italy early this
morning has not yet been learned, but GOVERNMENT WINS FIRST
this afternoon it is believed that at
IMPORTANT VICTORY
least 37 people were killed and that
the property losses in certain districts Expects to Win Back $20,00,000 Worth
may be heavy. The disturbance pros- of Coal Lands in Colorado
trated the telegraph service and
A
ther details are awaited with appre- hension.
Denver, June 7. The government
Fatalities Many.
--

mhk-k- s

a

Ca-sert-

Pierre, S. D., June 7. In South Dakota the insurgents and stalwart Republicans are fighting for supremacy
at the primary election today.
The
stalwart campaigning managers estimate the plurality for Samuel El rod
for governor to
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frauds in the west in a decision
:
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.u- Five death neenrrerl at th,, lattv
following notaries pUDllc: frank
e
cc"
l"
"l
; i
nanued
down by Federal Judge Lewis
J""3
county
of
Ard,
Thompson
. . ...
.."
.
. Quay
linttnm of the cut. Moreover, be in operation bv January 1. 1911. and lageT..
in
uie
xaui
ia auLiiiacii-- case, juuge
Thomas W. LewiS Ot uawson, uuiuj itn thp
Hi that fioo barrels nf refined suzar ner
rtamhna vivor has hmiiAn
held
Lewis
lands
the
that,
co
although
y"
its dam above the cut and is liable day will be its initial capacity. John ANOTHER PRIZE FIGHT
which the government is now seeking
i
Dissolution of Company.
IS RIGGED UP.
at any mo.jW. Gates, the Chicago millionaire, is
tQ cauge grea). damage
iu iccuver
suas,
euuiLy
inrougn
The Sealship Oyster System Lorn one of the principal promoters of the
Locomotive drivers and
were once involved in criminal cases
m
aissoiuuon
niea
pany tociay
yaijcio
chanics in general are beginning to enterprise.
Sam Langford and Stanley Ketchell hn wnich the defendants
were dis- the office of Territorial Secretary Na grow dissatisfied and are looking for
to Meet on July 2 in San
as not guilty, the results of
charged
than Jaffa.
Francisco.
greater inducements to remain at
that trial do not enter into the chanc- Will Fence International Boundary their posts
ery proceedings, and the court over'
Line.
New York, June 7. J. F. Coffroth, ruled every motion to have the chanc
Copies of the Agricultural bill pass GENERAL ESTRADA
-th Can
t TT
ed by Congress, just received here
FOR ARBITRATION.
APPEALS
wis ii iiii b
nifeutru
i
iiiih
is
oaui
uaJ
dim
uixn&ium
mat
tne gov- il
ki
tnougnt,
ruuiig,
oiiiinty
show that the secretary of agriculKetclie'.l
25 ernment may win back lands in Coloa
not
for
of
less
than
fight
ture is given power to build a fence Uncle Sam to Be Mediator and New
I1IHIHLI rounds on July 2 at Colnia. The fight rado alone worth $20,000,000.
along tlhe international boundary of
Election to Be Held Wrth Present '
lis to be on a basis of 60 per cent
the United States. This will probCandidates Eliminated.
tl,e winner, 40 to the loser, with ARCHBISHOP PITAVAL BACK
J.1'0
New
M...
on
the line between
a uvviauic
ably be done
iu
a guarantee of $30,000.
iiauiuaw
FROM LONG TRIP.
k
Mexico and Mexico.
j
Washington, D. C, June 7. General j
From
White
House
is
Johnson
Stubborn.
Vi
XT
u
tii5
a r ili
a a
An
a al Insurance Company Admitted.
San Francisco, Calif., June 7. Still Traveled 1,300 Miles Overland and
Tlie Southwestern Surety Insurance pealed to' the Cartago court of justice,
Frightens Bears
Confirmed Many Catholics Durfearful
that he is taking off weight
Company of Durant, Oklahoma, withaskjno- jts influence to obtain from
too
ing Past Two Months.
over
his
fast, Johnson, dogged
offices at Dennison, Texas, has this president Madriz a reply to his offer
On
work
road
miles
twelve
of
today.
'
unI1 i SCRAMBLED WILDLY FOB STOCK his return he took a plunge in the cold The Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval arch- the
States mediate
of the archdiocese of Santa Fe,
breakers and then warmed up by
will transact a surety and general that an election be held for president
from a two months' trip
returned
reThe
.
some
leisurly gymnastics.
casualty business. The company com- at which neither Estrada nor Madriz Pnces Jumped m Greater Ds New Mexico traveling fully
around
loafed
he
of
the
day
on
menced business
(inalnder
January 26, 1910, shall be candidates.
j
order Than During Slump
by carriage. The arch- the quarters at the camp. He seems 1.300 miles
with an authorized capital of $1,000- 'is
in
the best of health, des- bishop
determined to manage himself and
as or UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Last Week.
000. A financial statement
the
of the trip, and today
pite
rigors
new
for
a
not
he
will
says
negotiate
April 30, 1910, gave them a paid un! ELECTS ROOSEVELT PRESIDENT
received a number of callers.
the
after
until
fight.
big
or
manager
ana
oi
cash capital
$dsi,ou
surplus
New York, June 7. The stock marOn his trip His Grace was accom- $216,209.22.
One of Regents Sent to Europe to ket today showed a violent transforpanied
by a priest from the parish
Las Cruces Land Office.
mation from demoralized weakness of TEXAS PRODUCES LAKE
Tender Him Place Vaoated
which the prelate visited and every- OF COTTON SEED OIL. where a cordial
Las Cruces, N, M., June 7. The reyesterday, and prices jumped in even
by Angell.
reception was given
the distinguished churchman.
greater disorder than attended the '
port of the work done at the United
Houston, June 7. According to a
States land office at Las Cruces shows
Detroit, June 7. A private telegram slump of yesterday. The news that
The archbishop confirmed hundreds
a large increase over the correspond- from Ann Arbor says that George P. the dispute between the government statement issued by the Texas Cot-an- d of Catholics, including a number of
railroads over the proposed ton Seed Crushers' Association, Texas, Indians, in various parts of the ter- ing month of 1909. During the month Codd, a member of the board of reof May the officials attended to two gents of the University of Michigan, freight rate advance had been settled j last year produced 42,000,000 gallons r'tory.
reservoir declaratory statements: 43 is .in England for the purpose of ask at yesterday's White House confer-- , ' of cotton seed oil. Of this Quantity
On his journey he met many prom- h
homestead applications; 19 desert land ing Theodore Roosevelt to accept the ' ence threw the uncovered hears into a about
was consumed in tlhe inent people in the territory and in
presidency of the University of Michi - panicky condition and they scrambled state while the balance went to other Cuba, he had a remarkably pleasant
on
Eight.)
(Continued
Page
gan.
markets.
wildly for stocks.
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most Kolely in Ul(1 RepUi)lic.an faction
al fight. The slogan of the "progressives" is the indorsement of the
state's insurgent representatives at
The "stalwarts" are for
Washington.
party regularity as represented by
Congressman Hull of Des Moines, and
Congressman Smith. Judge Prou'ty is
fighting against Hull in the Des
Moines district, and the party voting
is very heavy. Congressmen Pickett.
'
'
rve.nieii aim imooara
m iuugirsMves
are almost certain
of renomination.
Bad Weather in Iowa.
Des Moines, June 7. In most of the
districts light voting is reported, as
unfavorable weather prevailed.

"

Wnne

b

managers claim that Governor Vessey's renomination is assured
by 10,000. They are also confident of
victory for the entire insurgent state
and congressional ticket.
The Fight in Iowa.
Dcs Moines, June 7. The 'Stand
Patters" and Insurgents" of the Republican party are locking horns in
Iowa today. Both Democrats and Renate and
publicans will nominate
congressional candidates today at the
primaries, nut interest is centered al- -
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RUSH OF HOMESEEKERS
TO THE FAR WEST.
New Mexico is Getting Its Share ana
Government Reclamation Projects are Favorites.
Washington, June 7 An unusually
heavy movement of homeseekers this
spring into various parts of the arid
west is indicated by reports that have
come to.the reclamation service. Train
loads of settlers have been pouring
jnto Montana, Oregon and Washing
ton and large numbers have been
seeking the milder climate of the
southwest.
A cheering
feature in connection
with the movement is said to be the
return of thousands of American citizens from Canada, offsetting in a
nieasure tne exodus of others across
'nto tne dominion. This had grown to
considerable proportions. In the fiscal
year 1909 the departures to Canada
from the United States points aggregated 72,349 persons of whom 41,871
were citizens.
It is estimated that
15f000 of the latter returned.
For the nine months ending March
31, 40,200 Americans went to Canada.
Extensive railroad building is now
in progress in Montana, Idaho, Wash- .
.
,

Tt

,.

v

j

TTZlZ

acres of land in Oregon alone soon
will be available for settlement.
Qn the reclamation projects in all
lue states tne mnux or settlers IS rap- At the preSent rate
id,y increasin
of settlement every farm unit includ0j : tI,Q
,,-fi,c
far completed will be taken up before
the close of the year. On nine of these
projects not a single acre of public
,ands remains unentered and the re- maining projects do not contain all
told more than 800 farms available
-

,f

-

BROWNE DENIED WRIT
OF HABEAS CORPUS.
Democratic Leader Accused of Legislative Bribery is Again Placed
in Custody of Sheriff.
Chicago, 111., June 7. Representative O'Xeil Browne, the Democratic
leader accused of bribing his
s
legislators in the election of U. S.
ato'" Larimer, was today refused
dom on writ of habeas corpus. Judge
Scanlan denied the plea that only a
federal tribunal has power to try such
cases. An appeal from the decision
will be heard this afternoon. In the
Meantime Judge Scanlan remanded
Browne to the custody of Deputy Sher- fellow-bisho-

p

Sen-ha-

free-throug-

h

iff Peters.
ROYAL COUPLE

LEAVE
FOR AVALLINO.

Rome, June 7 The King, accom- pained by Queen Helena, left for Aval- lino at two this afternoon with two
autos for their use placed on the train.
t,
The sovereigns left amid a great
lie demonstration.
pub-visi-
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THE DAILY BOUND UP.

Wheat

Allen's

INTO YOUR
the

Foot-Eas-

anti-septi-

c

SOES
pow-,-

,

CLV

i

new-shoe-

e

I

Pansy
Bobolink

t

Grocery Co.
F.

For Young Men
fit

WE GIVE CASB REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

Southeast Corner Plaza, lanU

summer Shoes

I

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

Minter

7, 13 iC.

cures painful, smarting, nerv-on-- ,
V
r.J'J'Y
feet and instantly takes the sting
THE MOTIVE.
the
It's
and
corns
bunions.
of
oni
!!
Sirokeiy S. Fisher.)
eaiest comfort discovery of the age.
The
when
Sweetheart,
goal seemed Alien's Foot-Easmakes light or
near,
feel easy. It is a certain cure
w as si ions because you were
(rue; for wealing, callous, swollen, tired,
Your smile, while il beamed
with
ahiug feet. Always use it to Break
jjooil cheer,
Sold
in New Shoes. Try it today.
Was reward enough; tor I knew
,
ei vvhere. By mail for 25 cents in
o motive but pleasing you.
Don't accept any substitute.
You have been my
heart's whole stamps.
For FREE trial package, address Alien
dower
S. O! nisi cad, Le Roy, N. Y.
From lie first a lifetime through:
Oh only in love is power!
50 now if 1 come to you. dear,
MINOR CITY TQFIGSTj
liegrimed by the mire of the slough.
He kind! The shame and the tear
c
Are mine! 'twas in play you withthat means comfort
Perfect
X
X
S
.
X X X X S X X
drew
7.
June
Colo..
Denver,
Your hand when the hardest storm
and coolness custom style that
The forecast is fair weather to- blew.
Hut your play with a sul for an hour S night and Wednesday with stagives a smart, dressy effect
lionary temperature.
What Cod wrought in years overthrew
You are sure of getting
See That Funny Story and Music
Oh only in love is power!
illail) Charms. They will make you both these features in
your
51 ill the call of your love I shall hear;'
laugh at the Elks'.
Muralter's Ad Attention is called
II will give me strength
summer footwear if you
to pursue
ff u rt viivl isenient in toAs of old. up the steep, without fear, t,. tli.
The way to the summits you view! day's issue of Julius Muralter, the come to us for a pair of
I see
with your vision; 1 woo
tailor, who has something interesting
Tin- - good of which yon are avower;
to tell men who have suits to be
The pail) of your feet is my (due;
cleaned or pressed and to ladies who j
Oh only in love is power!
have skirts to be similarly treated, j
ENVOY
Loretto Academy's Exercises Lor-I'.eloved. whatever 1 do
etio Academy vl hold ts coiiimence-nien- i
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
Is fruit of your beauty's flower
exercises
evening,
Thursday
the
be
and
new
Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
Fate's gift of the rose or the rue; June 16, but. the minim and junior
may
Oh only in love is power!
classes will hold their exercises at 9
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do &e 'est.
o'clock Thursday morning, June 10.
Return Excursion to Santa Fe The An elaborate musical program has
Las Vegas baseball fans are planning been prepared, it is said.
a monster excursion to Santa Fe on
Maximum Was 80 Degrees The
Sunday, June 10.
maximum temperature yesterday was
Water Struck in Mine The Com- so degrees and the minimum f0 with a
mercial .Metals Company struck a relative humidity of 36 per cent. The
good How of water in the Hopkins-Smit- temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
jgssassaBwsssssa
mine near Carrizozo.
was 58 degrees. A year ago today the
Arrested for Gun Toting Edward maximum was 7S and the minimum 48
Dillon was arrested at Las Vegas yes- degrees with 90 per cent of sunshine.
terdav for carrying a revolver He
Change of Program at the Elks' Theforfeited a bond of $."0 rather than ap- ater Tonight Titles of tonight and
peal' in police court.
tomorrow are as follows: The Semi- Fatal Shooting in San Miguel Coun- nnlp
A Tenmesl nnns 4d- . Hreert
was shot venture and Hie comic reel Music
Padilla
ty Francisco
Frios, Hath Charm and the Funny Story,
through the breast at Ojitos
San Miguel county, during a quarrel These are all good subjects and
and will probably die.
should not he missed. Shows at 8
San Miguel County Teachers' Insti o'clock.
tute The teachers' institute at
Warranty Deed Recorded A war-- j
Vegas opened yesterday with an at- rantly deed was recorded in the office
tendance of forty. The Taos institute of probate clerk, from Mr. and Mrs. j
also opened with a large attendance R. Kerr, of Tennessee, to Joseph B.
at Taos.
Hayward, of Moriarty, the considerJail Prisoner Escapes Hilario Flor- - ation being $5 and other valuable cones, a jail prisoner while being taken siderations. The deed was for the N.
from Carrizozo to Lincoln, jumped
of the N. E, 4 of Sec. 22 in T.
from the train near Indian canon and 10 N. R. 8, for 80 acres. This propeluded the three deputy sheriffs who erty is in Stanley. Another deed was
started out after him.
recorded from Mrs. Carrie M. Child-erSanta Feans Behaved Themselves
executrix for William B. Chllders
Nearly 300 Santa. Fe people were vis-- ; to the heirs of Telesfor Jaramillo, the
Most consideration
itors in Las Vegas yesterday.
$1, for two lots in
of them came down to see the base-- ! Precinct No. 4being
of this city. The lots
ex-;
ball game taking advantage of the
are 62
by 100 feet. A sequel to this
cursion. The delegation was accom- - transaction followed when
a quick
panied by the First Regiment hand, claim deed was recorded from Celina
which played on the streets and atj C. Jaramillo to
John W. Mayes and V.
Amusement park. The Santa Fe peo- - L.
the consideration being $1
Bean,
ide were representative of their city.; "and other valuable considerations"
No more orderly crowd of excursion-- ;
If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
for this property.
ists has ever visited Las Vegas. Las
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
Vegas intends to repay the visit dur-- j
are not rusty.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
i
Arrangements are
ing tihe summer.
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
being made to send an excursion to j
the
thought that our store is the place to buy realiable (hardware.
the Ancient City on a Sunday in the METHODIST MINISTER
A MISSTEP, j
MAKES
near future. Las Vegas Optic.
Phone If:'B
L
Wo
'
nnnuwMnc tu.
No 14
Rock Island, 111., June 7. Arrested
ADMINISTRATION.
NOTICE OF
late at night in the lobby of a local
The undersigned was appointed by
where he had registered witui
the probate court in and for the coun- hotel,
Miss Zoe Swain as man and wife, the
ty of Santa Fe, on the second day of Rev. James
WHOLESALE
Lewis, pastor of a MethoMay, 1910, administrator of the es- dist church at
Iowa paid a
AISD RETAIL
Brighton,
tate of IVm, H. Hough deceased, and fine of $50 and took the first train for
as such administrator hereby notifies
RATON
the west. The girl, who is only 18
all parties who may have claims
was turned over to a relaold,
YANKEE
years
against the estate to present them to tive here.
CERR1LL0S
me within the time required by law.
Lewis is 35
of age and has a
All persons indebted to said
estate wife and two years
children at Brighton.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
tire requested to settle their indebted- The
she met Lewis while or
says
girl
ness forthwith otherwise
suit will
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
trom
Jus
and
that
at
church,
ganist
be brought against them.
influa
exercised
he
the first
strange
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
JAMES B. READ.
ence over her. She says she agreed
85
Administrator.
Telephone
Telephone 85
to elope with him and had expected
Santa Fe, X. M., June 6th, 1911).
to marry him in the east, to which
they were en route.
Lewis is understood to have stood
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
county, ss:
high in the Iowa conference of the
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he Methodist church. Ministers of that
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. denomination here will bring his conAs a Protection for yourself demand miAbstrart Do you know whether
Cheney & Co., doing business in the duct to the attention of church authoryou have an absolute title to the property which you now own?
City of Toledo, County and State ities in Iowa.
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
ADsracts of Title,
T
CAMTA EC
Realty & Insu
What a Summer Cold May Do.
the sum of OXB HUNDRED DOLIL
IIILUflillr.
Furnished
by
h ranee Agency
A summer cold if neglected is just
LARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use as apt to develop into bronchitis or
Santa Fe, N, M
Tel Black 76
Catron Block
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
pneumonia as at any other season. Do
not neglect it. Take Foley's Honey
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed and Tar promptly. It loosens the
in my presence, this Gth day of De- cough, soothes and heals the inflamed
air passages, and expels the cold from
cember, A. D. 1886.
DIAMOWPO
Qm
A. W. G LEA SON,
the system."
(Seal.)
,.
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THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

$500

REGAL

,

CALL USB SEE FOE YOURSELF

$4

foot-leng-
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SELIGMAN BROS

OUiuiouds. Watctien. Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Deco
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leafier Ebony
Goods.
MMUFACTURER
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fyjptfea?
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JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVKKY DESCRIPTION

OK WORK

IN

Of ft

LINE DUNK TOORDKK

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs mid hides for runs mid robes

Highest prices paid for rawfurbof all kinds

FRANK

PHONE
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FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
1,AKV:iHT 130
PICTURE

FRAMING

125

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
International Stock Food
Ftar,

Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and SeeSs
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT
THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COJ
No

Need to Cut.

creened

Lump

l?Y:l.ri.

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

0,J

S . E.

Corner of Plaza.

inr

i

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

JJb

YOWTZ

MANUFACTURER

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone iH' !4tt Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
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OP

night Price.
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deep on the history of all the future
mankind.
of
ROOSEVELT
Torch Bearers.
What a Heap of Happiness it Would
"A nation tnat seemingly dies may
Bring to Santa Fe Homes.
be born again: and even though in the
"I have used your valuable Cascarets
.
acb-physical sense ii die utterly, it may
to
with
do
housework
an
Hard
nd I find them perfect. Couldn't do
heroic
down
a
of
hand
history
yet
without
ing back.
I have used them for
achievement, and for all time to come some timethem.
Brings you hours of misery at leis-- j
for indigestion and biliousness
nation
influence
the
may
profoundly
and
now completely cured. Recom- ure or at work.
of the
Biological that arise in its place by the impress mendamthem
to everyone. Once tried, you
If women only knev; the cause that Speaks
It
of what it has done. Best of all is
will never le without them in the
Backache pains come from sick
Analogies in History to
to do our part wel! and at .the same family "
i Marr Alhanv N.V
kidneys,
and
time
blood
see
live
our
to
Oxford
young
University
'Twould save much needless woe.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.
vital in nun and women fit to take up
Do Gnod. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kid-- !
lUc. 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genso
we
the task as
lay it down: for
uine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
neys.
929
cure or your money back.
VIGILANCE WITHIN AND WITHOUT shall our seed inherit the earth. But
Santa Fe people endorse this:
if this, which is bet, is denied us,
Miss Adela Arias,. IOC Griffin street,;
then at least it is ours to remember
;tl! which to ;i larger or less degree afSanta Fe. X. M., says: 'There is no;
that if we choose we can be
Is
of
the
Price
National
That
a
Doan's
too
to
me
for
the modern nations .somewhat
strong
praise
g.
as our fathers were before us. fect
Strength and IndepenKidney Pills. The splendid results
The torch has been handed on from alike, we of the Liivar. nations thar
I obtained from their use several
dence, He Said.
nation to nation, from civilization to have expanded, that are now in
years ago have been lasting and for
civilization, throughout all recorded
relations with one another
that reason, my confidence in them
hisfrom
the
dim
with
time,
before
:ir.I
alien races, have special
years
London, June 7. Colonel Theodore
has been increased. I suffered from
tory dawned, down to the blazing problems and special duties of our
a dull heavy ache in the small of my Roosevelt spoke at the Oxford
splendor of this teeming century of own. You belong to a nation which
and I was subject to headaches versity today and took as the subject ours. It dropped from the hand of possesses the greatest empire
upon
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired, Qf hig lecture ..Biologica, Analogies the coward and the sluggard, of the which the sun has ever shone. I bein
was
poor
very
man wrapped in luxury or love of long to a nation which is trying, on
had no ambition and
111
Colonel Roosevelt sail :
Historj.
health when I procured r.nan'o Kidease, the man whose soul was eaten a scale hitherto unexampled, to work
Rome fell by attack from without,
&
it has been out tlie problems of government for.
away by
ney Pills at Striplinz, Burrows
Co.'s drug store. It did not take them only because the ills within her own kept alight only by those who were of. and by the people, while at the
What mighty of heart and cunning of hand. same lime doing the international
lon- to cure me and from that day to borders had grown incurable.
it duly of a great power.
But there are
this I have been free rrom kidney com-- ; is true of your country, my hearers, is What they wor ed at, providing
Dlaint I willingly confirm the public true of my own; while we should be was worth (loin at all. was of less certain problems which both of us
statement I gave in January, 1907, vigilant against, foes from without, yet matter than how they worked, wheth have to solve, and as to which our
we need never really fear them so er in the realm of the mind or the standards should be the same. The
telling of my experience with Doans
as we safeguard ourselves against realm of the body. If their work was Knglishman. the man of the British
long
Pills."
Kidney
the
enemies
within our own house- - good, if what they achieved was of isles, in his various homes across the
50
Price
dealers.
For sale by all
then high success was seas, and the American, both at home
Co., Buffalo, holds; and these enemies are our own subwtaivcej
cents. Foster-Milbur'
Free peoples really theirs.
and abroad, me brought into contact
New York, sole agents for the United passions and follies.
can escape being mastered by others! -- while freelv
our!
with utterly alien peoples, some with
of
all
admitting
States.
Remember the name Doan's and only by being able to master them- - follies a,1(, weaknesses of today, it is a civilization more ancient than our
selves. We Americans, and you peoyel m(M.e perversity to refuse to real-- j own, others stiH in, or having but retake no other.
the barbarism
pie of the British Isles, alike, need ize the incredible advance that has! cently arisen from,
ever to keep in mind that, among the bpen nln(k, in ethifjtl standards. I do which our people left behind years
many qualities indispensable to the not Delieve that there is the slightest ago. The problems that arise are of
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
t
success of a great democracy, and sec- - necessary connection between any!
inconceivable
diniculty
ond only to a (high and stern sense of weakening of virile force and this ad- - They cannot be solved by the foolish
duty, of moral obligation, are self- - valtee in lne ,nolaI sianlard, this sentimentality of
people,
MASONIC.
You. my
knowledge and
gr0wth of the sense of obligation to with little patent recipes, and those
theories of the political
Montezuma Lodge No hosts, and I may not agree in all our one-- neighbor and of reluctance to do
me
some
would
which
have such limited apof
think
nursery
views;
you
have
need
We
that
wrong.
&
M.
neighbor
A.
A.
F.
Reg
1,
crash of elemental
ular communications a very radical democrat as. for the scant patience with that silly cynicism plicability amid the
I am; and my theory wnieh insists that kindliness of char-- forces. Neither can they be solved by
matter
of
that,
eaci
of
first Monday
month a Masonic ha of imperialism would probably suit acter only accompanies weakness of the raw brutality or of the men who,
on the rough fron
as little as it character. On the contrary, just as in whether at home
the
at 7.30 y. m.
of civilization, adopt might as the
of forcible- - private life many
tier
would
a
suit
certain
men
of
of
type
the
H. H. DORMAN,
are
feeble imperialist.
But there
character are the very men only standard of right in dealing with
Acting Master some points on which we must all strongest
loftiest
0f
and most exalted morality other men, and treat alien races only
A Li AN R. McCORD, Secretary.
agree if we think soundly. The pre- - so i believe that in national life as as subjects for exploitation.
cise form of government, democratic fte ages go by we shall find that the
"No hard and fast rule can be drawn
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, or otherwise, is the instrument,
the permanent national typos will more as applying to all alien races, because
R. A. M.
Regular con- toot, wun wnicn we worn, u is lm- - ami 1110re tend towards those in
differ from one another far more
vocation second Monday ol portant to have a good one. But, which, while the intellect stands high, they
than some of them differ from
widely
each month at Masonic even if it is the best possible, it is character stands higher; in which us. But there are one or two rules
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
In the
only a tool. No implement can ever rugged strength and courage, rugged which must not be forgotten.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. make the
place of the guiding intelli-- ' capacity to resist wrongful aggression long run, there can be no justification
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
gence that wields it. A very bad tool i,v others, will go hand in hand with for one race managing or controlling
will ruin the work of the best crafts-'lofty scorn of doing wrong to oth-ma- another unless the management and
but a good tool in bad hands is ers. This is the type of Timoleon, of control are exercised in the interest
Santa Fe Commandery No.
In the last analysis
the Hampden, of Washington and Lincoln. and for the benefit of that other race.
1, K. T. Regular conclave no better.
factor in national great- - These were as good men, and disin This is what our peoples have in the
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at ness is national character.
terested and unselfish men, as ever main done and must continue to do,
"There are questions that we of the served a state; and they were also as in India, Egypt, and the Philippines
7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
great civilized nations are ever strong men as ever founded or saved al'ke In the next place, as regards
vV. E. GRIFFIN,
Recorder.
tempted to ask of the future. Is our a state. Surely such examples prove every race, everywhere, at home or
time of growth drawing to an end? that there is nothing Utopian in our a! road, we cannot afford to deviate
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1 Are we as nations soon to come under effort to combine justiee and strength from the great rule of righteousness
Ancient and Accepted (.lit: Lllic UI mat gtrai la
14th degree.
ui ucatu in the same nation. The really high which bids us treat each man on his
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets which is itself but part of the great civilizations must themselves supply worth as a man. He must not be sen
on the third Monday of each month law of life? None can tell. Forces the antidote to the
and timentally favored because he belongs
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in that we can see and otlher forces that love of ease which they tend to pro- to a givd race; he must not be given
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. are hidden or that can but dimly be duce.
immunity in wrongdoing, or permitted
to cumber the ground, or given other
Problems to Solve.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- apprehended are at work all around
us, both for good and for evil. The
dially invited to attend.
"Every modern civilized nation has privileges which would be denied to
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
and unfit among ourselves.
growth in luxury, in love of ease, in many and terrible problems to solve
Venerable Master taste for vapid and frivolous excite- within its own borders, problems that On the other hand, where he acts in a
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
ment, is both evident and unhealthy. arise not merely from juxtaposition of way which would entitle him to re-The most ominous sign is the diminu- poverty and riches, but especially from snect and reward if he were of our
Secretary.
tion in the birth rate, and the rate of the
of both poverty own stock, he is just as much entitled
B. P. O. E.
natural increase, now, to a larger or and riches. Each nation must deal to that respect and reward if he comes
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., lesser degree shared by most of the with these matters in its own fasnion, of another stock, even though that
holds its regular session on the sec- civilized nations of central and west- and yet the spirit in which the prob- oiher stock produces a much smaller
ond and lourth Wednesday of each ern Europe, of America and Austra- lem is approached must ever be fun- proportion of men of his type than
month. Visiting brothers are invited lia; a diminution so great that if it damentally the same. It must be a does our own. This has nothing to
A. J. FISCHER,
continues for the next century at the spirit of broad humanity; of brother- do with social intermingling, with
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. rate which he has obtained for the ly kindness; of acceptance of respon- what, is called social equality. It has
last twenty-fiv- e
years, all the more sibility, one for each and each for all ; to do merely with the question of do
Secretary.
highly civilized peoples will be station- and at the same time a spirit as re- ing to each man and each woman that
ary or else have begun to go back- mote as tlhe poles from every form of elementary justice which will permit
Knights of Pythias.
ward in population, while many of weakness and sentimentality. As in him or her to gain from life the reNo.
ol
2, Knights
Santa Fe Lodge
will have already gone very far war to pardon the coward is to do ward which should always accompany
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d them
backward.
cruel wrong to the brave man whose thrift, sobriety,
respect
8
I.
at
in
o'clock
month
Tuesdays in
The Future.
life his cowardice jeopardizes, so in for the rights of others, and hard and
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit"There is much that should give us civil affaire it is revolting to every intelligent work to a given end. To
ing Knight's invited to attend.
concern
for the future. But there is principle of justice to give to the lazy, more than such just treatment no
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
much also which should give us hope. the vicious, or even the feeble and man is entitled, and less than such
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
No man is more apt to be mistaken
a reward which is really just treatment no man should receive,
than the prophet of evil. After the the robbery of what braver, wiser,
International Duty.
French revolution in 1830, Niebuhr abler men have earned. The only ef"The other type of duty is the in'
hazarded the guess that all civiliza- fective way to help any man is to help ternational duty, the duty owed by
tion was about to go down with a mm to help himself; and the worst one nation to another. I hold that the
crash that we were all about to share lesson to teach him is that he can be laws of morality which should govern
the fall of third and fourth century permanently helped at the expense of individuals in their dealings one with
Rome a respectable but painfully ov- some one else. True liberty shows it- the other are just as binding concern
The fears once self to best advantage in protecting ing nations in their dealings one with
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday-Return-s erworked comparison.
expressed by the followers of Malthus the rights of others, and especially of the other. The application of the mor
Thursday and Friday. as to the future of the world have minorities. Privilege should not be al law must be different in the two
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop proved groundless as regards the civ- tolerated because it is to the advan- cases, because in one case it has, and
it is tage of a minority, nor yet because it in the other it has not, the sanction
ilized portion of the world;
Mrs F O. BROWN Agent
s
is to the advantage of a majority. No of a civil law with force behind it.
strange indeed to look back at
70
some
of
years
Phone No. 23 Red
doctrainaire theories of vested rights The individual can depend for his
prophecies
ago, and then think of the teeming or freedom of contract can stand in rights upon the courts which them
life of achievement, the life of con- the way of our cutting out abuses selves derive their force from the
quest of every kind, and of noble ef- from the body politic. Just as little police power of the state. The nation
fort crowned by success, which has can we afford to follow the doctrin- can depend upon nothing of the kind;
been ours for the two generations aires of an impossible and incident- and therefore, as things are now, it is
SHOP since
social the highest duty of the most advanced
he complained to high heaven ally of a highly undesirable
that all the tales had been told and revolution which, in destroying indi- and freest peoples to keep themselves
For
all the songs sung, and that all the vidual rights
year the only-fir(including property in such a state of readiness as to
been
had
worth
deeds
doing,
the
really
rights) and
class tonsorial parlor
family, would destroy forbid to any barbarism or despotism
I believe with all my heart the two chief agents in the advance the hope of arresting the progress of
done.
in Santa Fe.
that a great future remains for us; of mankind, and the two chief reasons the world by striking down the naOUR NEW FITCH
but whether it does or does not, our why either the advance or the preser tions that lead in that progress. It
the vation of mankind is worth while. It would be foolish indeed to pay heed
TREATMENT
duty is not altered. However
!
the soldier worthy of is an evil and a dreadful thing to be to the unwise persons who desire disbattle
go,
may
si guaranteed to cure, (not only the name will with utmost vigor do callous to sorrow and suffering, and armament to be begun
by the
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & his allotted task; and bear himself blind to our duty to do all things pos
who, of all others, should not
other scalp irritations. We also as valiantly in defeat as in victory. sible for the betterment of social con be left helpless before any possible
carry a complete line of all the Come what will, we belong to peoples ditions. But it is an unspeakably foe. But we must reprobate quite as
and the
who have not yielded to the craven foolish thing to strive for this better- strongly both the leaders
popular hair and facial tonics.
In
that
the
or
or
that
who
ment
fear
of
great.
means
destructive
ages
so
being
encourage
DE
LUXE
&
by
practice,
peoples
HITCH
HERPICIDE,
QUININE
have gone by, the great nations, the they would leave no social conditions condone, aggression and iniquity by
BATHS BATHS BATHS
nations that have expanded and that to better. In dealing with all these so- the strong at the expense of the weak.
have played a mighty part in the cial problems, with the intimate rela- We should tolerate lawlessness and
Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
world, have in the end grown old and tions of the famly, with wealth in wickedness neither by the weak nor
wewillbeg-ladtocallfoand vanished; but so have private use and business use. with by the strong;" and both weak and
weakened
Phone us,
your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays the nations whose only thought was to labor, with poverty, the one prime ne- strong we should in return treat with
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays avoid all danger, all effort, who would cessity is to remember that, though scrupulous fairness. The foreign polcounrisk nothing, and who therefore gain- hardiness of heart is a great evil, it icy of a great and
All work is guaranteed; yocr
socks are mended and buttons
ed nothing. In the end the same fate is no greater an evil than softness of try should be conducted on exactly
sewed on you shirts, without
the same plane of honor, or insist- may overwhelm all alike; but the head.
extra charge.
memory of the one type perishes with j "But in addition to these problems
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. it, while the other leaves its mark the most Intimate and important of
(Continued on Page Six.)
IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of the Southwest
Army Officer Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

L

Th

J

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

?::'.

-- 3

vfV

"l

Ittie rain or snow during ses?lou.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, beatad. light
ed and modern lp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice Hrpslder.:; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer: W M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

torch-bearer-

com-plicate- d

j

Uni-bac-

k

-

to

A

A

.

men for college or for busities:- - life. Great
amount of open air work. Heaithlei-- t location
of any Ml lltary School lu the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatior, o! H.700
feet above sea level, "'insh!ne everv day. but

Flolay
particulars

iFor

u1

Illustrated

catalogue

address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

j

fells

j

k

Fargo

npao

j

express

n

xpress forwarder
TO

stay-at-hom- e

self-master-

s

d

I

1

Parts of the World

411

well-nigh-

j

avc Money and Inconvenience ty Purchasing Wdls Fsrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDER!
Taroaticmt the United States. Canada. Maicu
and ail Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

a

Call up

j

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

i

RATES RIGHT.

v

CHASr- CLOSSON

OonGaspar Avenue

-

THE WEST FOR THE
The Colorado

WEST.

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. M.

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Catron Block.

self-contiro- l,

c.

E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO

dull-witte-

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands
under ditch, $40 00 to $75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 800.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

MPEHIAL LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre

RANCHKS
LA RGK
AND
SMALL

We are DrPDared tn IoprIp wot.t.im.a
eminent laud. We have Irrigation enterprises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
"'
vw. . u,,v.m nun UO.
"

-

v.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

RANCHES.
LA Kli Kt

AMI

SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

Car-lyle'-

Look Over Your Suit

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER

i9

st

very-peopl-

When you are in a hurry and want
a good outfit come here for single or after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
and it will remind you of when it first
double
came from the tailor's hands bright,
LIVERY.
fresh and new. We press the garmand
horses
healthy
fine carriages are here and subject to ents back into their original perfect
shape, and take out every spot and
your order. We want your business stain without the least injury to the
in the livery line and will appreci- cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
and skirts and cloaks.
Satisfaction
ate it.
guaranteed.
Good-lookin-

WILIMS
310

4 RISING

Julius Muralter, Tailor

San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenue.
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THE NEW MEXICAN
F. WALTER.

TAP THE UNDERFLOW.
(lowing 1 400 gallons a minn struck at Estancia, one
bet
ute has
sallons a minute at Mel
tiowing
rose and i here is every indication that
even though eastern Xew Mexico has
no large surt'ai e streams, yet, it has
livers (lowing underground that need
but to be 'appert to furnish enough
water to the dry farmers to help
them over drouths. It is high time
t hiit these underground reservoirs are
discovered, for although iheavy rains
have occurred at Clovis, Port Sui:?-ne- r
and Vaughn, other parts of eastern Xew Mexico are still as dry as a
bone, and in Tularosa, if the Tul irosa
Valley Tribune tells the truth," even
Hie old
inters have forgotten what
rain looks like, for it says:
"Found - it is reported to us that
several niai ks we,h: found on the
streets last Tuesday evening
that
some of the
tell us resembles the marks made by falling drons
of water. Others offer the suggestion
that they are good signs of oil but as
this theory
they have disappeared
seems to be null and void. The first
person that gives a satisfactory ex
puliation of the mystery will be al- lowed to subscribe for the Tribune at
the regular rate."

MEXICAN

A 1 K NE
PRINTING

A well

PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vice Presidsni

COMPANY

Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

Sunta Ft' Potoffice.

Entered as Second Class Matter

Daily, sis months by mail
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
per year
75 Weekly,
Daily, per month, by carrier....
months
six
Weekly,
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA

.$3.75
.

2.00
1.00

FE COUNTY

sent to
The Xew Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is
.very posioffice in the Territory, and has a large aud growing
Southwest.
.ruong the intelligent and progress ive people of the
SrSS-""-

"

BURBANK. THE PLANT WIZARD to it that the reporter had correctly
chief executive
As lon as Burbank gave the result tll)0t.l Caillfornia's
of his researches to the world in heialui jn response to a telegram from
manner that the scientist noes, nee Jeffries
personally, Governor Oillett
of charge and with scientific accurawired the champion as follows:
cy, no one questioned his achieveof
his
"Statement credited to me Thursments. Rut n;w. that the fruit
labors lias been syndicated for money day substantially correct. Did not. exTen years ago, the census showed a
making' purposes, voices are raised pect publication at this time. Was a
that question his orlgina'ity. Siys the private conversation. Since published percentage of illiteracy in Xew Mexto almost
thirty per
Washington Herald, however:
do not care a continental.
Will stand ico amounting
cent. It is believed that the present
"The pursuit of peace has its perils by remarks."
no less than war, while fame carries
The chief executive of the state in census will show a percentage of only
its own penalty. We have become ac-- : which the fight is to be held believes one half as much. The last census
of the people of
customed to hearing that Shakespeare il is framed up before it even starts. showed that
Mexico
not
could
Xew
was some one else; that Oliver Crom-- j
speak English.
The Xew Mexican does not know
well and .loan of Are never were, and whether the
idea is correct The present census will show that fulgovernor's
four-fifth- s
of
the
that Christopher Columbus did not m, nm but u ,o
ly
people
Jf
speak
kuow Qne thing
us. We are fully prepared, Gom.nor cniett has knowledge that lis unless all indications fail. Last
t'he
that
therefore for the information
of county
ti(? mpn ejlgj11Pei.int, tnat fiht ave ()re. census year the holding
celebrated Luther Burbank, ot Cali paring to pull off a fake he should lechers institutes was more or less a
fornia, who does such weird things stop the fight and not allow hundreds farce "d the attendance was small,
with berries and vegetables, and who of fight fans to travel across the conn- - Tn's summer fully one thousand
distorts horticulture from its natural trv to witness a "loaded" exhibition, teachers will attend institutes from
tendency, is a miserable faker. We
eight weeks. In the last, cen- The laws of California may permit tw
learn as much from no less a person boxing contests, and his excel'ency sus year only 20.000 children attend- than Professor E. M. East, of Harvard
niay be within the purview of his con- - ed school regularly, but. now that numUniversity, who recently delivered a siimtional rights when he declines to ber has almost reached the 50,000
Sunday lecture before the Bussey in- interfere but the laws of every state, mark and the compulsory education
stitution at Boston. That scientist
California included, make robbery a law is being generally enforced. Truly,
we assume he is a scientist or he
crime; and if the fight is to be a fake New Mexico has advanced rapidly not
would not be connected with Harvard then it is
robbery pure and simple, only in population, material wealth
University and would not presume to although it may be given some sooth- - and prosperity, but also in those
talk of horticulture before a Boston ing
syrup name that does not sound things which are better than numbers
audience on Sunday
night exposes quite so harsh.
and. riches, that is, in public spirit,
moralilv
education.
civic
and
has
himself
Governor
Gillette
placed
credit for things which are far from
in a peculiar position.
righteousness.
believe
Many
wonderful, and which do not repre- he should
prevent the fight under any
sent, in practical usefulness, the laall
and
but when he
circumstances,
The incorporation of the C.ypsite
"who
has
bors of men like Learning,
to
a
it
is
be
fake
he must pre- - Plaster Company yesterday calls at- says
succeeded in evolving a. species of
state-- tention to the fact that nuite an induscorn which may result in increasing vent it or hack down from his
ment.
Should
he
words
retract
his
and tly has been established at Acme
the national corn crop by 10 per cent.'
the
let
go on the people will cer--i ciiaves county, at Ancho
fight
Lincoln
othBurbank
which
fame
and
"The
county, and elsewhere in the south- ers have attained is attributed to 'en- tainly ask Why?
Iwest. The reclamation service saved
ergetic press agents.' according to
the government a third of a million
THAT
AT
TROUBLE
TAOS.
Professor East, who says that the
It would be just as logical to blame j dollars by building its own cement
Burbank 'wonderberry,' is not a new
species, but in reality a very old spe- President Taft .for the tempest lin works at the Roosevelt dam. This
cies well known to botanists and hor- the teapot at Taos as to blame Judge was on one project alone and it seems
ticulturists, while the Burbank 'white McFie or any one else in authority, reasonable to infer that the construc
blackberry,' also widely proclaimed as It is just as idle to blame. 1he sheriff tion of so many irrigation works, of
a new species
is 'as old as the hills for calling for troops when he thought concrete buildings, bridges and sidewalks should lead to the further esand known all through Europe.' Furt- there was imminent danger of an
was
of cement works even in
that
tablishment
he
his
beyond
thought
Professor
East
to
hermore, according
the white blackberry has no particu- power to control, as to blame a man this immediate vicinitv.
for turning in a fire alarm without
lar value.
"Et tu Brute!" must have suggest"It is to lie regretted that the press further investigation when he finds
notices of Professor East's lecture are his house is full of smoke and hears ed itself to the railroad presidents at
no more specific than we have been the crowd outside hollering: "Fire! the White House yesterday when they
able to quote. Mr. Burbank has ob- Fire!" President Taft and the secre- heard of Senator Depew repudiating
tained so much reputation for his re- tary of war did not wait to send a their policy of raising the freight
markable achievements in uhe evolu- special agent to Taos to investigate rates first and then asking the pertion of fruits and vegetables that it before ordering the troops at Fort mission of the government.
In ordishould not be brought into jeopardy Wingate to proceed forthwith to Taos. nary business, of course, the owner
by too casual references to a few in- It was fortunate, rather than unfor- regulates prices to suit himself and
stances which may justify expert con- tunate, that later developments prov- no grocer or butcher in Santa Fe
tradiction of their importance
and ed that Sheriff Quintana's fears were would stand for the city government
value. It is difficult to believe that unfounded; that the great cry made telling him what rates to charge or
in ' by homesteaders and prominent citi- - even preventing
Burbank has attained distinction
him from raising
his particular line of work without zetls was an iclle panic. But had it prices whenever he thought business
having done much which is a surprise 'een otherwise, had there been mur- judgment demanded it. It's different
to horticulturists. Until something (lpr incl rapine and arson, then the with the railroads, however, which are
of Sheriff Quintana quasi-publi- c
more specific is derived from the crit- condemnation
corporations,
although
ics of Burbank. it might be well to would have been just as loud if he this status is a very difficult one and
continue to regard the latter as the had neglected to call for troops. There really leads to public ownership.
remarkable man he has been consid- have been Indian scares before and
ered, and to retain confidence in the as a rule settlers and peace authoriA number of prizes are offered for
achievements which are credited to ties lose no time on such occasions
and oratory at the Normal
scholarship
him. Perhaps lie has done something in summoning help. Later in the day,
at Las Vegas next ye;ir.
University
wisehas
when
the
smoke
dissipated,
which is worth while, despite the decbut
most
the
laration that tite wonderberry 'is noth- acres may stand and argue the point that of its newpractical prize offer is
president, Dr. Frank
ing but Solanus nigrum, which grows of what should have been done but H. Roberts, who will
award $10 to the
wild in Massachusetts' and that the the average man takes no chances Normal
who can serve
University
girl
when
he
his
certain
that
feels
life
a
white blackberry is
European triviand property are threatened and the the best meal for ten persons at an
ality."
man who criticizes is often to run for expense of $1.80. It is a practical way
he sees a of getting at the high cost of living
PEOPLE LIKE TO BE HUMBUGGED the cyclone cellar when
In fact, if every
- problem.
were
That was one of Barnum's favorite cloud along the horizon. He pre- taught housekeeping in thegirlschools,
a
an
to
fers
mistake
autopsy.
sayings and of no class is this more As tomaking McFie's
that problem would not appear as forJudge
position at Taos midable
true than the
professional at
as it seems today.
of the disturbances, it is
time
the
sport fans and those who make all clear and
He dil not
sport, from a baseball game to a summon thepraiseworthy.the law
The fact that Nat Goodwin has
clearly
prize fight, an excuse for gambling. directs that thetroops;
sheriff
shall
the
found
his fourth marriage a failure,
notify
in
That the interest
sports for that
reason is widespread, is manifest from governor. Judge McFie merely certi- should be proof conclusive that wherbriefly to the fact that reports ever marriage is a failure it is not so
the fact that so conservative a news fied
that an
indicated
existed much
partner
gathering agency, as the Associated and that, if such emergencywere true, but thethe fault of thenF pther
ttwa nnnmiain
reports
tpmnevanienf
Press will spend thousands of dollars then
was
evident that troops could ant who would find marriage a failure
it
in telegraph tolls to keep the breathbe of service in allaying the excite- ewn though married to a veritable anless world informed of the real or
ment. Any judge or any man who in gel. Happiness in
marriage is one of
imaginary daily doings of two pugs in such a situation
would have done less, those things that must be sought with
California.
The President may have would
have been a shirker or worse. diligence by a couple and seldom is
a stomach ache and it will go unnothe result of chance.
ticed but let Johnson or Jeffries stub
The defeat of the iniquitous Stephtheir big toe and the world is immeThe installation of water gauges on
and ens resolution yesterday in Congress
diately informed by telegraph
cable of the event. And yet, it seems keeps in Xew Mexico almost a mil- the various streams of the Territory
to be more evident every day that ihe lion acres along its border on which will in time be of incalculable value
whole tiling is a frame-uto take dol- Texas has been casting an envious eye to the commonwealth. Water is after
lars out of the pockets of guileless for some time. Congressman Steph- all its chief resource and its proper
fight fans to enrich a few promoters ens is a rabid Democrat and whom- utilization and distribution demands
ever he can do this Republican Ter- an accurate knowledge of the flow and
and gamblers.
Governor Gillett of California has ritory any harm he is sure to do it, amount available.
made the mistake often made by men as his action in the Elephant Butte
in official position. He talked before controversy years ago proved even at
"Masterly inactivity" may be all
he was ready, but in the end he had that time.
right in some wars but it is not whai
the courage of his convictions and
brings success to a political party.
The mounted police are doing good
Santa Fe has risen to the dignity of
verified the interview.
While in Chicago he was quoted as work in hunting down crime and crim- holding art exhibits.' The old girl is
inals; but their greatest usefulness is putting on style.
saying he believed the Jeffries-Johnsofight would be a fake. His state- that .he fear of their activity preCensus Supervisor H. J. Baird of
ment caused a decided sensation and vents crime. Within the past few
Jeffries threatened to give up his for- weeks, at least two capital crimes Delta, Colorado, announces that the
which were thought to have been ac- census of western Colorado would not.
feit money and return to his farm.
The next morning alleged state- cidents have been discovered by them come up to expectations'. The Xew
ments of the governor were printed to have been murders and In each Mexican still has to hear from the
denying the interview. The news case, the probable murderer has been census district where the census will
come up to expectations.
agency responsible for the story stuck located.
j

4,

Here's still hoping and waiting
Ihr passage of the enabling act
all bets and prognostications are
umil Congress really makes up
mind to what it wants.

for
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President.
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L, A. HUGHES,

its

the lead production of Xew
was 1,220,000
pounds, last
yar it was 2,550,1)01) pounds. That,
is growing some.

Cesiiier.
Assistant Cashier

McKARE,

In C'liK
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Mexico

&

DDUCCCIRMfil
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OF SANTA FE.

CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-LaOffice: Catron Block
'
- New Mexicc
Santa Fe,
Chas. R. Easley.
Estancia.
& EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.

Santa Fe.
EASLEY

RENEHAN
Renehan

DAVIES
E. P. Davies

&

$150,000
80.000

-

domestic and forsiirn exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilised world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private, Interest allowed on tirm deposits at the rate of three
per cm, per annum, on six months' or years' time. Libera!
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
I he bank executes all orders of
its patrons in the ba iUi:;,.: line,
to
to
extend
as
them
liberal treatment in ali respects,
aid ajrvrs
is
as
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the

Chas. F. Easley,

A. B.

1370

"""ransacts general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and seiis bonJs and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and selis

Xew Mexi;

-

in

--

Attorney-at-La-

Established

,
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Santa Fe,

walk

fhs Oldest Banking Institution in

Mew Mexico.

PflDHO
UM1UU,

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

i

fUNION

TUESDAY, JUNE 7, 1910.

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe
Xew Mexico

j

one-thir-

j

Eng-discov-

j

E. C. ABBOTT

d

j

Attorney-at-La-

1

-

THE

PJtfJBF HOTEL

G. W.

PRICHARD
and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, X. M
Attorney

HOLT

w

&

WILLIAM yAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best

SUTHERLAND

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces.
Xew Mexico

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
,

EDWARD C. WADE

WjtW

Attorney-at-La-

Sr"

jles

Practices in the Supreme and Di6
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
U.

S.

WASHINGTON AVENUE

XX

.

jx

Las Cruces

-

Land

-

New Mexico

HOTEL

WILLIAM McKEAN

j

i

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Tas

n

''Proprietor

C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
sannnoo bjok pire
trus Joj
Las
Vegas,
W.

-

Commodious "S3tiipie Mmm

New Mexico

-

Long Distance Telephone Station.

A. FLEMING

JONES
Bonds and Investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

....

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAPE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PrtKSS

R. W. WITTMAN

TH.JS

BUTTON

VI

PO

THE ft K ST,

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyot General's Office
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

....

' JOHN

K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the Xew Mexican Printing Company.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

....

11

PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

We Are
Now

wait.

Serving

Our increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERREKA
THE HOTEL GORONADO G.LUPKProprietor

RATES

$1.00 A

PAY AND UP

ALI. MODERN CONVENIENCES

egg's Peerless Hotel
GROCERS
BERRIES FOR

EUROPEAN PLAN

8

PRESERVING

if

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every flooi the finest & best OAKE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service sruaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling
men. Olve us a trial if you want first class service,
Corner of Water St.
Gas par Ave.

Do You Want a Crate? 1
Leave your order with
US

this Week

NAVAJO. CBIMAY0
fjj

j

GREGG Prop.

WWI.

and Don

The longer you wait,. the
....
i

more cnance you take,
that you will pay more
money, as prices will
soon aavance.

p

4.

J. E. LACOMF.

Attorney-at-La-

j

i

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

Offices.

.

I

the West

in

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcel led

Attorneys-at-La-

Surveyor General and

Hotels

Cuisine and
Table Service

;

j

'

M

Practice in the District and Su
pi emo Courts.
Prompt and careful
nttention given to all business.
- Santa Fe,
New Mexico

Strawberries,
Raspberries,
Loganberries
and Blackberries.

Fresh

Vtgc-tablf-s

Daily.

H. S. KAUNE
& COMPANY

I ,

PHONE 26

and BALLETA

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30-

3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.

'

THESE PRICES TALK
CHI MAYO PILLOWTOPS,
NA TUBAL WOOL
WAR CLUBS
TOM TOMS
BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKE1S

CANDELARIO

50c each
75c "
30c.

"

15c
65c per pound and

up

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.

TUESDAY, JUNE 7, 1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING
WITH "YOUR MONEY 9
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a

you can fill a. Bucket
MMAJ
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George S. Blunt spent yesterday in
Albuquerque.
AichiK'et 1. H. Rapp went to
last evening.
P. .1. Kelly, of St. Imis. is a salesman calling on the trade today.
Edward Y. Fox, register of the land
office at Clayton, is in the' city.
j
M. R. Norton, a stationery salesi
man of St. Louis, is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Spears, of Silver-ton, Colo., are at. the Coromido hotel.
A. Men net t Sr., the well known
traveling man from Las Vegas, is in
the city.
R. S. Herbert, the well known meat
salesman from Las Vegas, is calling on
Albu-iuer(ii-

M W

ARE YOU

mW

FISHIM' MR. SFORTMAN?

.5."-1-

If you

tackle, and a few other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that vou need. Just call at our stortend
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right fiiesand anything else
you wish to know.

l'v.

1

!
!

j
i
'

COME IN AND GET AC
QUAINTED WITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

j

Mrs. William
ton, O., is a

His Time is Yours

j

of

E. Hastings,

tourist

Gregg's hotel.

Iron-- j

at

registered

SSZS2

Use the

e

the trade.

Pty.

Mrs. K. V. Webster
and,
Webster, of Baltimore, are
sightseers at the Claire.
Mrs. R. .1. Palen having taken the!
second and fourth Wednesdays in the
month will he at homo tomorrow after-- '
noon.
CV-- T
.St
Our Line is
all new and complete in evenu
- ,
A number of Kansas City salesmen,
wp are at Gregg's hotel, including J. C.
'
Michael, H. A. Keegan and Alfred E.
and more complete, than ever.
Evans.
THE
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Catponer, of
We have lines, reds, reels, baskets, and everything for his
over
are
here looking
Wagoner, Okla.,
SPORTM AN; Come in and get nsxt to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
the advantages of Santa Fe as a resi-- ,
than ever before.
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dence city.
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Charles F. Rudolph, of Rociada, San
Miguel county, is in Santa Fe to attend the Loretto Academy commencement exercises.
Chief of Grazing Leon P. Kneipp of
the forestry bureau, and formerly a
resident of this city, is at AlbuquerV,
que with his wife.
Captain Smith H. Simpson, a veteran of Taos, passed through Santa Fe
Wholesale & Retail
yesterday on his way to the G. A. R. j
Dealers in
reunion at Las Vegas.
William J. Morden, night captain
at the penitentiary, is in the city on
his way to Las Vegas to attend the;
reunion of Grand Army men.
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western
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will
millinery store on the plaza,
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,
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Taos investigating the death of his; Sheep
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Traveling
of Nature's
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where he checked up var-sources,
ions offices. He found everything in! Applies as weH t0 our physical state
He reports
satisfactory condition.
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tQ material things
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AT THE TOP. H
that, some rain has fallen in the plains Washington
R. L realized his condi
country, but that on the whole it is tion and t00k wai.ning before it was
still very dry. The new academic too late. He says:
WHY DOES
I suffered severeg
building of the New Mexico Military ly from kidney trouble, the disease
CHOICE APPLET ON TOP? BECAUSE APPEARInstitute he describes as the handhereditary in our family. I have
ANCES COUNT.
somest in the southwest.
taken four bottles of Foley's Kidney
GOOD CLoTHE-DoE-NOT MAKE THE MAN
Remedy, and now consider myself
thoroughly cured. This should be a
BUT THEY ARE A MARK OF DISTINCTION.
warning to all not to neglect taking
OUR READY TO WEAR CLOTHES ARE HAND
Foley's Kidney Remedy until it is too
late. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
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RELIABLE DRUGS
AND MEDICINES

perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of

Are the only kind safe to use. The
uncertain kind are very apt to do more
harm than good.
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Every foot of it is thoroughly
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it can be absolutely relied upon
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M

the issuance of a warrant for the apprehension of the supposed transgressors of the law, and failing of his obvious duty in this connection, he must
necessarily be held to be responsible
for the results which followed. So
much for the truth of the allegations
contained in my telegram that the responsibility for the unfortunate affair
should be laid to the door of John R.
McFie.
Before
close, I would like to ask
Judge McFie a few questions and if
he will answer them so that they will
constitute a positive denial of any of
the allegations in my telegram, I shall
be glad to retract whatever he denies:
First. Who presented the telegram
to you for your signature?
Second. Was the signature of the
sheriff upon the telegram when it was
presented to you for your signature?
Third. Did you make any attempt,
to find out the other side of the stories
told you before you signed the telegram ?
Judge McFie has seen fit to state
that my telegram to Mr. Hanna was
a "stab." I trust that the wound is
not deep, and in any case, that this
letter will have a healing effect.
JAMES A. MASSIE.

A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
Not only is Mother's Friend a safe and simple remedy, Tout
the comfort and healthful condition its use produces makes it
of inestimable value to every expectant mother. Mother's
Friend relieves the pain and discomfort caused by the strain
on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counteraction, prevents backache and numbness of limbs, soothes the inflammation of the breast glands, and
in every way aids in preserving the health and comfort of prospective mothers.
Mother's Friend is a liniment for external massage, which by lubricating and
expanding the different muscles and membranes, thoroughly prepares the system
for baby's coming without danger to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for our free book for expectant mothers.
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THE BRADFIELO CO.. ATLANTA, GA.
ROOSEVELT MAKES
HISTORICAL

because it is the year when the Mex-ciu- i
nation will celebrate her one
hundredth anniversary of independence. True that celebration is to be
held in September, two months later,
1ui the Americans want Mexico to
led that they are iu such hearty accord with the native "fiestas" that
they will make special efforts that
heir own outshine anything hereto-

ORATION.

(Continued From Page Three.)
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7, 1910.

A. J.
Wesman. Ella Wesman and P. A. Conway Chicago; F. G. Blake, P. J. Petersen, Stanley.

Walter Carr, Alamosa, Colo.;

Foley's Kidney Remedy may be
given to children with admirable results. It does away with bed wetting,
and is also recommended for use after
measles and scarlet fever. Sold by
Stripling Burrows Co.

0131 G. . R.
J Er campment
LAS VEGAS, N. M.
JUNE 8 and 9, 1910.
Round

Rate from
SANTA FE, N. M

Trp

$4.05

ence upon one's own rights and of respect for the rights of others, as when
Tickets on Sale
ilOonnects with K. V.it S. W. Ry, train No. 124 arriving In Dawson. N, M. at 6:15 p. m. a brave and honorable man is dealing
JUNE 6, 7. 8.
Connects with K.I'.iS, W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. m.
with his fellows. Permit me to supSStatre for Van Houteu X. M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
port this statement out of my own
trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow :
CAS. Passenger
Return lirai. June 11th, 1910
NORTH HOUND:
SOUTH BOUND
For nearly eight years fore attempted.
experience.
No. 1. 4.4S a. in.
No, 8 10.44 a. m.
castle
I was head of a great nation
Xear the famous Chapultepec
and
No. 7. 6 49 p. ill.
No, 2. 11. 11 p, ill.
SANTA FE ALL THE W AY
Track connection with A. T. i:. S. K. Ry.at Katon and Preston with C. it S. Ry. at
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 mincharged especially with the conduct the summer home of President Diaz,
Des Moines K. P, S. V. Ky. at Colfax. X M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
s
utes sure with cne of Dr. Shoop's Pain
of its foreign policy; and during those !the "White House of Mexico," the
Cimarron. N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Kayado
and Red Lakes, N. M
I took no action with reference ebration of the Americans
Tablets. The formula is on the
will
take
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in X. M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora.
ROUND TRIP
to any other people on the face of the place. Amusements for children, just
box. Ask your Doctor or Drug- CHEAP
Kaldy Black Lakes. Cerro. Klizahethtown. Loho, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
Kiver City. Talpa, Taos and Tw ining.
earth that I would not have felt justi-- ! like those in the United States, will gist about this formula! Stop woman'Daily. fFlag, . tHaily except Sunday
RATES
tied in taking as an individual in deal- - be provided. It is expected that. Pres-in- g ly pains, headache, pains anywhere.
E. J. DEDMAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
with other individuals.
will attend, as is his usual Write Dr. Shoop, Racine Wis., for free
Diaz
uient
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
TO ALL POINTS VIA
occasions in years trial to prove value. Sold by Stripling
"1 believe that we of the great civ- - custom on like
Ration. N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
ilized nations of today have a right gone by. If so there will be a presi-t- Burrows Co.
feel that long careers of achieve- - dential breakfast. Last year the chief
P
ment lie before our several countries. executive took a keen interest in the
Mf'XICO
UU 1JUQJ
To each of us is vouchsafed tlhe hon- - Fourth of July festivities. It. was
orable privilege of doing his part, how-- ! then that he witnessed for the first
Effective Juce 2nd, 1910
ever small, in that work. Let us! time a Marathon race, which, by the
'
Palace.
strive hardily for success even if by way, was won by a Mexican youth,
M. R. Morton, St. Louis; P. J. Kelly,! ATLANTIC CITY
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St.
Louis: W. E. Smith. La Veta; Miss;
poorer souls of small endeavor who
to
Know.
what Everybody 0ugnt
J. Grimshaw, City; A. Mennett, Las ASBURY PARK
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Know neiuier lanure nor success, ijei
That Foley Kidney Pills contain Vegas ; Neil M. Judd, Salt Lake City ;
conus hope that our own blood shall
to
BOSTON
tone, iT. A.
the ingredients necessary
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McCarthy, Ithaca; E. W. Fox,
tinue in the land, that our children just
From Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee,
and regulate the action of Clayton; R. S. Herbert, Las Vegas;
strengthen
to
endless
and children's children
gen$50.35
the kidneys and bladder. Sold by Mr. and Mrs. W. W: Catponer, Wagon- CHICAGO
Douglas, and all Points in New
erations shall rise to take our places
Co.
Burrows
er, Oklahoma.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
DETROIT
and play a mighty and dominant part Stripling
$60.35
Claire.
in the world. But whether this be dePacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Webster, Pres HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
nied or granted by the years we shall
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
ton Webster, Baltimore; A. J. Ben- not. see, let at least the satisfaction
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skof. Chicago; Alfred E. Evans, Kan- KANSAS CITY
be ours that we have carried onward
El
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VeF.
Charles
Las
City;
JUDGE
Rudolph,
TO
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day andiDR,
ST. LOUIS
$44 35
gas; L. M. Mclntyre. Stanley; M. B.
McFIE.
generation. If we do this, then, as
H.
Gus
Otero,
City;
Pollack,
we
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Chicago.
but
into
our eyes close and
The Editor:
go
NEW YORK
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Gregg.
darkness, and other hands grasp the! Under the heading "Guerilla War-torcMrs. Williams E. Hastings, Ironton,
at least we can say that our.fare there apueared in the issue of
W. G. Franklin, Kansas City;
DAYUGHT TRAIN
Ohio;
part has been borne well and valiant-- ,
an
1910.
Mexican. June 4th.
Smith
H.
Dr.
W.
E.
Simpson,
Taos;
iy."
article signed by John R. McFie, atBETWEEN
Hastings, Espanola; J. C. McMichael,
For Rates and full information address
tacking me for sending a telegram to
In sickness, if a certain nerve goes R. H. Hanna, in which was set out Kansas City; J. C. Cron, Denver; H.
A. Keegan,
Mary WInsatt, Kansas
wrong, then the organ that this nerve what was understood, in this city, to
A.
C. I. Webster, St. Joseph; HarCity;
controls will also surely fail. It may be the facts
&
concerning the late ribe a Stomach nerve, or it may have diculous occurrences at Taos. It is ry Lane, San Marcial; William David
A.
; William
Roswell
son,
J. Worden, New
given strength and support to the extremely distasteful to me to have to Mexico
El Paso Texas.
Penitentiary; Alfred E. Evans,
Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr. Shoop rush into
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
to
from
protect myself
print
,
that first pointed out to the vital such an attack, but since Judge Mc Kansas City.
a. m. Daily.
Coronado.
truth. Dr. Shoop's Restorative was Fie has seen fit to descend from the
de
Josefita
Galeron,
Albuquerque;
not made to dose the Stomach nor to jlofty
djgnity wWch a man holding his George P. Williamson, Glorieta; Mr. For information
regarding freight
surshould
properly
and Mrs. A. G. Spears, Silverton, Colo;
method high position
Kidneys. That
round himself with and has laid aside
and passenger rates etc. Call
is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
his judicial toga to take up the
goes directly to these failing inside cudgels with an ordinary layman like
at city office, Laughlin Block
ITO-NIGH- T
nerves.
The remarkable success of
I feel at liberty to reply, and,
myself,
this prescription demonstrates the in fact, think it incumbent upon me,
or Phone 145.
wisdom of treating the actual cause as a
of
this
member
of these failing organs. And it is incommunity, to properly resent the
J. G. EADS,
deed easy to prove. A simple five or violent terms used in the communicaten days test will surely tell. Try it tion
signed "John R. McFie."
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
once, and see! Sold by Stripling BurMcFie states in his communiJudge
rows Co.
cation that he "neither had authority
to ask for troops and did not do so."
FINDS
NAT GOODWIN
In reply I wish to ask the judge if he
FOURTH MARRIAGE FAILURE. will
deny signing a telegram pracif not word for word as foltically,
Edna Goodrich Prefers to Live Her lows:
Life Alone in Future While Hus"Taos, N. M., May 13, 1910.
band Looks Up Another.
"Hon. W. J. Mills, Governor:
"Taos Pueblo Indians, fifty strong
Paris, June 7. "Constant worries" under war
captain yesterday raided
too
much
life
have
married
of
proven
and ,etu"'
drove off
Embudo
fences,
settlers,
$2.65
tearing
who
was
Edna
for Mrs. Nat Goodwin,
women
children
and
threatened
Goodrich an actress, and, according to stock,
"
Tres Piedras
unless
4.55
violence
worse
and
intimated
famous
the
friends of the couple here,
Conditions
leave by tomorrow.
they
to
live
wife
have
and
his
actor
agreed
"
Antonito
6.30
serious and aid of troops or militia
separate lives from now on.
This is the
come to imperative immediately.
Goodwin
has
Mrs.
recently
"
Chama
9.50
Paris from Carlsbad, where she was second raid. Arrests cannot be made
fam----"taking the springs," and the an- without military support. Two
Wagon Wheel Gap ,eC 10.70
nouncement of her separation from ilies locked in houses.
E. QUINT ANA,
Oneway
her
spouse was made "(Signed:)
"Sheriff.
via
then.
"I believe the condition serious
Her friends are authority for the
On sale July 2nd. to 8th. 25th to 28th Aug 30th to
statement, which they credit to her, enough to warrant military action to
that she has no intention of bringing prevent more serious condition involvSept 7ch. Sept. 24tn. to 30th. Limit three months
suit for divorce unless "Nat shows ing the life of citizens.
but not to exceed October 31st. 1910
JOHN R. McFIE,
some desire to try matrimony again "(Signed):
woman.'"
with some other
"Judge."
P. H. McBRIDE, AGENT.
Now I am not a lawyer and it may
That Nat will soon be in pursuit of
connubial happiness with yet another be that there are some subtle deducis the belief of people here who are tions which could be drawn from the
acquainted with the noted American language of the above telegram by
PORTLAND,
actor.
one of the legal profession, so that it
SEATTLE,
could be distorted to mean that Judge
FOURTH OF JULY
McFie did not approve of the teleTACOMA,
CELEBRATION IN MEXICO. gram, that troops were not needed,
VANCOUVER
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
and finally that the whole affair was
Special automobiles furnished to acsengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
& VICTORIA
Chapultepec the farce it turned out to be, but to a
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers Will Be Held Near
PresiCastle by Americans
layman like myself, that portion of
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with, any
dent Diaz will Attend.
the telegram signed "John R. McFie,
On sale May 28th to June 3rd, Jnly 9th to 16th. Limit
land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
wholewas
an
Tor
New
Mexico
Central
Railroad
unqualified
at
&
Pe
Judge,"
Railroad.
Santa
Topeka
as above
Mexico City, June 7. 1 lie mem hearted and unquestionable endorseLeave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe. N. M.. bv com- Mex-weHers
of the American colony in
ment and acceptance of all that prein Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosAuto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at ico expect to have the biggest Fourth, ceded it. In my opinion, by signing
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m., arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. in.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for of July celebration here this year that his name to the telegram as above set
ef- - out, he made it his own in its ento
50
lbs.
special $40.00 to accommodate four or they have ever enjoyed. Special
Baggage allowance of
a
success
matte
forts to
it
greater
tirety and without doubt by his action
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
than ever before are being put forth precipitated and made necessary the
- - action of the governor which followed.
Furthermore, it is not denied by anyThe Swine or the Flower?
connected with this affair, that
one
and
loathsome
a
saw
me!
I
Ah
huge
sty,
TO
FROM
AND
Health.
Into
Scared
Sound
ROSWELL,
Judge McFie failed to try out the maa drove of wallowing swine
Connection made with Automobile Wherein
Mr. B. F. Kelley, Springfield, 111.,
chinery of his own court by issuing
were barred,
writes: "A year ago I began to be line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. Whose banquet shocked the nostril and a warrant of some sort and directing
his proper officials to serve the same
the eye;
troubled with my kidneys and bladder, Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-- j
which grew worse until I became well at 8 : 30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-- ; Then spoke a voice, "Behold the source upon the Indians before he signed the
On sale daily after June 1st return limitOct 3lst 1910.
which failure on his part
alarmed at my condition. I suffered well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves 1 of lard!"
field
a
seemed at first telegram,
saw
that
and
fled,
m.
Roswell
a.
12:30
for
at
Vaughan
also with dull heavy headaches and
constituted In itself a remarkable
maSS f IOXa pure and
0ne
the action of my bladder was annoy- and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
omission of his plain duty in the premOther Oa)ifrr'ia Excursions run daily Juoo 1st, to Sept.
fare
and Torrance
Santa
Fe
between
KidI
of
dark
It will be evident to anyone that
read
buds
ises.
'mid
and
Foley
painful.
ing
green foliage
withdewy
30t'i at slightly higher fares than quoted above.
and;
nursed;
the judge, and the judge alone, had it
ney Pills and after taking them a few is $5.80 and between Torrance auto-Roswell
seats
Reserve
on
the
$10.
o'er
as
'
I lingered
lovely sight, in his power to ascertain the truth of
And,
weeks the headaches left me, the
Santa Fe N- - M- Call on or address fl( S, LutZ,
wire. J. W. Stockard.
The summer hreeze, that cooled that
Agent,
scare stories by a judicial examthe
action, of my bladder was again mobile by
Southern
If you are in need of anything, try
ination for which the first step would
normal, and I was free of all distress."
the source of
Mexican
Ad.
New
Co.
Want
have been, as I understand the matter,
Sold by Stripling Burrows
rYTTorJENH!'
Ar.

M..

Lv

i

eel-year-

i

o

If

'

HOTEL ARRIVALS

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

i

j

theTorum.

j

Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

EUGENE

Systei
East or West

I

FOX,

Santa Fe

G.F.&P.

1

RIO

GRADE'S

El Paso

I

FISHING RATES

FROM SANTA FE TO

xeursions

Best Trout

TO CALIFORNIA and RETURN

Los Angeles or
San Diego,

FISHING

San Francisco

In the World

mudh-wedde-

Portland or Seattle

d

$35.20
45.20
60.90

Tickets at Union Depot.

TO NORTHWEST and RETURN

$55.00

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX

ll

j

;

Chicago
St. Louis

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

j

TO THE EAST and RETURN

8mnS

wh4 Sid

$50.35
44.35

Denver

21.10

Colorado Springs
Pueblo

18.15
16.35
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ORATION

New York, New Jersey and Delaware
if conducting their business principally
within the state. In Maryland they
are subject to the capital-stoctax.
In this entire group, as in New England, railroads and financial corporations are among the heaviest taxpayers, though perhaps not to such a degree as in New England.
The subject covered by Part II is
presented as of January 1, 1'JlO.
Respectfully,
HERBERT KNOX SMITH.
Commissioner of Corporations.
The President.
New York.
Of the total state-tareceipts
derives about 32 per cent from
For state purposes corcorporations.
porate taxation is by special taxes.
Local taxation of corporations is by
a general property tax on both realty
Thus the separation
and personality.
of state and local taxation is nearly
complete.
The "capital-stoctax'' is ipuiie complex and applies to a very large numIt is based on
ber of corporations.
capital stock measured by assets employed in the state; and the rate
varies according to dividends, solvency, and the market price of Ihe
stock. In legal theory, it is a tax on
franchise, or on Ihe privilege of doing business within the state, and not
a tax on property.
(The same was
decided with respect to the "franchise
On the other
tax" of New Jersey.
hand, while the Pennsylvania tax on
capital stock is in most respects similar to that of New York, it was held
a tax on porporty.)
Several important classes of financial, manufacture
ing, mining and
corporations are exempt from this tax.
Railroads are taxed on both capital slocks and on gross earnings. Surface lines operated by motive power
other than steam are taxed on gross
earnings and on dividends in excess of
k

IN SIX STATES
Commom wealths That Derive
Large Proportion of Rev-

enue from Them
12

PER GENT IN PENNSYLVANIA

New-Yor-

New Jersey Leads With 11,022
Companies Paying

2,800,000.
Department

and Labor,

of Commerce

Bureau of Corporations.
Washington, D. C June 7, 1910.
Sir: I have the honor to submit
herewith Part II of the Report on
State Taxation of Manufacturing, Mercantile, Transportation and Transmission Corporations.

Part I of this report covered New
England. Part II now deals with the
middle Atlantic states and the District
Additional parts may
of Columbia.
be prepared later. The need for such
work is well indicated by a resolution passed by the International Tax
Association Conference in 1909, as follows:
"Resolved, That the conference commends the recent compilation of the
bureau of corporations of state laws
relating to corporate taxation and
urges the early publication of a similar
compilations o laws of other states
and territories relating to the same
subject."
The report is a digest of corporate
tax laws, with, administrative methods and financial results studied on
the spot, and its form compares the
This
various systems practically.
part covers the most important field,
probably, of corporate activity, and
the states where most of our largest
companies are chartered.
There is shown here a marked
toward (a) separate sources
of state and local taxation, (b) centralized administration, and (c) elimination of double taxation.
New Jersey derives 92 per cent of
revenue from corits total state-taporations; Pennsylvania, 72 per cent;
Delaware, 62 per cent; New York and
Maryland, 32 per cent; and the District of Columbia, 16 per cent. Also,
in the first four states the balance of
the state revenues is chiefly from other special sources not subject to local

y

x

taxation.
Certain states assess, apportion, or
collect certain local taxes. New York
and New Jersey assess certain special
franchises or specified property for
local taxation.
constitution prohibits
Maryland's
double taxation, and in the rest of this
group there is a similar trend of legis
islation. Where the corporation
taxed by the state, its shares of stock
are exempt in the hands of stockhold-

ers.
The taxation of individuals is practically the same In the New England
group and in this group. Corporate
taxation varies with each state.
Four states New York, New Jersey Pennsylvania and Delaware
taxes.
have substantial capital-stocPennsylvania's is the largest, about
$9,900,000; New Jersey's is the most
complete. New Jersey, by the attraction of its broad incorporation laws,
derives 35 per cent of the total taxes
from this one source, assessed in 1909
to over 11,000 corporations, largely
doing business elsewhere. "New York's
statute is decidedly complex; its rate
is graded according to market prices
of stock, dividends paid, and financial
solvency.
tax is usually, in
The capital-stoclegal view, a tax on franchise, measured by assets, except in New Jersey
and Delaware, where it is measured
by par value of stock. But nowhere
in this group is there anything corresponding practically to the "corporate excess" tax of Massachusetts.
Gross-receiptax on public-servic- e
prominently
appears
companies
throughout this group.
The inheritance tax is important
only in New York (24 per cent of state
taxes )and Pennsylvania. (7 per cent).
Delaware is unusual in having a
number of tax laws practically inoperative, either because no corporations come within their scope or because of the fact that all railroads are
allowed to commute by paying fixed
lump sums.
New York and New Jersey are unusual in assessing, for local taxation,
special franchises, 1. e., the right to
use of highways, etc.
The District of Columbia is conspicuous in having a minimum of special
corporation taxes and in securing its
tax receipts almost wholly from a
general property tax, which produces
nearly 79 "per cent of the District's tax
revenue. Maryland is next, with 37
per cent from the general property
tax.
such
is favored;
Manufacturing
taxcompanies are exempt from state
ation in Pennsylvania, and also in
k

k
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about the wonderful
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Xu8 new
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per cent.

Shares of stock are not taxed in the
hands of holders. Debts may be deducted from the entire amount of personal property instead of from credits
alone. 'Special franchises" (for use of
companies)
highways by public-servicare valued by a state board, but are
taxed locally for local use. These
special franchises are declared by
statute to be real estate (thus preventing the deduction of debts, bond
isssues, etc., from the amount of the
assessment). This statute is also
somewhat unusual in principle, as it
adds to the valuation o the physical
property the value of certain intangible franchise rights.
Foreign corporations are practically
subject to the same taxes as domestic
companies.
The total amount of taxes for state
purposes from all sources for the year
ended September, 1909, was approximately $29,000,000. Of this a little
was from corporaless than
tions. The next largest single item of
revenue was from liquor licenses,
which in five months produced over
(This partial period was
$5,000,000.
due to change in the system. For the
last full year, 1908, the amount was
The major portion of
$9,359,318.63.)
the remaining taxes is from inheritances (about $7,000,000) and stock
transfers (about $5,000,000). The capital-stock
tax produced about $2,300,- e

one-thir-

d

ooo.
New

Jersey.

Of the New England and middle Atlantic states, New Jersey derives the
highest proportionate amount of taxes

cent in
92 per
from corporations
1909. The most important tax is the
d

on "miscelbased on the

"franchise tax"

laneous corporations,"
par value of the capital stock, and apchartered in
plying to corporations
New Jersey except those engaged in
manufacturing and mining and doing
more than 50 per cent of their business within the state. Railroad, canal,
companies
and other public-servicalso are exempt from this tax. Under
this tax, in 1909, 11,022 corporations
were assessed, and the total amount
of tax collected, together with organization fees, was about $2,800,000. New
Jersey has long followed a consistent
policy of corporation laws providing
for broad corporate powers, small Initial costs, and a low annual tax, with
the resulting large revenue from corporations above set forth.
tax on
There is a gross-recei(except railcorporations
roads and canals) applied to local purposes and affecting corporations occupying public highways or places. The
collection is local, but the state apportions amounts of the tax. The total
amount received therefrom in 1909
was $824,000.
Railway and canal companies are
exempt from the francihse tax and pay
a tax on their real and personal property, most of which goes to the state,
but the property is subdivided, and
the tax on, that realty which is not a
part of the "main stem" goes to the
localities.
A general property tax applies loShares of
cally to all companies.
stock in corporations taxed by the
state are exempt in the hands of the
holders. Taxes collected from railroad corporations in 1909 amounted to
about $3,700,000. The only other important item of state taxes was the.
Inheritance tax of about $570,000.
Pennsylvania.
About 72 per cent of the state tax
receipts in 1909 was derived from corporations.
By far the most important corporate
"capital-stoctax is the
tax," which is practically measured
by net assets. Finanteial and manufacturing companies are exempt therefrom. In 1909 this tax, together with
tax on banks,
another capital-stocproduced about $10,900,000. There is
e

public-s-

ervice

d

k

k
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t
egrapn companies, canai . i mismng, ana me unknown claim-coinpa.-uixpress or car companies. ants of interests in the premises here-- !
or
isiticss or manufacturing com-- inafter described, adverse to the plain-panics, Stocks and bonds are not tax- - j tiff, and the unkniwn claimants of in- a
in the hands of ihe holders.
jterests in the promissory note herein-r or t',,.
VW.
ended .tune. VMKI. there 'after described are herehv notified
tax that a complaint has been filed against
received by the
One of the interesting provisions is
rOH RI.N'T Furnhed room. Mrs.
'!7n,'mm from
street railways them in the district conn of the First
the "corporate-loatax," whereby
vnes.
Ha
the."111'
electric
JI'j'.imhi
district
from
are
judicial
of the Territory of,
gas,
porations
required to deduct
amount of the tax from the interest on !ini1 u h'phone companies. By the gen- - New Mexico, within and for the Conn- FOR KENT Furnished room. Use
ty of Santa IV. that beimr the court
bonds, etc. The United States su- - ;'ril1 l'1 "l-- riy tax on the public-servicorat ions there was received about in which said cause is pending, by1 of bath. Lady only. In; Johnson St.
preme court has held that this docs
From special taxes on finan- - j said plaintiff, Charles A. Siringo. the
not apply to nonresident bondholders.!?-"'1""- "
FOR SALLE t'.entl,. driving horse
The proceeds of this tax in 1909 were
corporations there was received general object of said action being:
t
Iniirgy. Carl
On account of a certain contract en- - and rubber 'ire
about $2,.VM'i,n(M.
jalhni!
A
Bishop.
tered into by said plaintiff and said
Snares of corporations, subject to
Ihe capital-stocsaid
wherein
tax, are exempt in
Any lady reader of this paper will defendants,
plaintiff
Hair weaving, plain
sewing and
e
the hands of stockholders. In gen-eta- IVCeivi on request, a clever
agreed to pay said defendants a cer3M9
Ca
Mrs.
Holdren,
sum
dressmaking.
tain
of
of
for
the
iu
money
are
taxed
Drop"
foreign corporations
purchase
strainer Coupon privi
Place.
thedral
a
crude
oil
the same manner as domestic corpor- lege from Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. It
burner, designated as the
ations. There is no state taxation on is silver-plated- ,
very pretty, and posi- 2i'th Century Crude Oil Burner. That
Foil K.N'T Furnisiied room with
real property and practically none on tively prevents all dripping of tea or on account of said contract said plainbath and electric light. Apply at the
tiff
made
his
and
executed
coffee.
on
his
with
The
Doctor sends it,
personal property, except
money
promissory
at interest. There is a general prop-- j new free hook on "Health Coffee" note and gave a mortgage on his New Mexican.
erty tax assessed and collected for simply to introduce this clever substi-loca- l ranch, for the payment of said
FOR RENT Five room house on
On account of misrepresencor- - lute
fur real coffee. Dr. Snoop's amount.
purposes, but public-servicLower San Francisco street. Inquire
on
tations,
said
the
of
the
etc.,
are
as
part
Health
from
Coffee
pop-tis
tax
this
porations
exempt
gaining its great
at 2 In San Francisco street.
the property used in the exercise tilarity because of: First, its exquisite defendants to the said plaintiff in
Crude Oil Burner, said plaintiff
of their franchises.
taste and flavor: second, its absolute
A young man of three years' experpras that: 1. That the said promis- ience
The revenue from corporate taxa- In althfulness; third, its economy
wants position as bookkeeper.
not
be
declared
and
sory
null
may
convenience.
lb.
25c:
its
tion in Pennsylvania
fourth,
exceeds in
.Moderate
salary. R VV. ,1. New M ex- void
he
and
to
2U
surrendered
required
to 30 minutes boiling,
amount that collected by any other No tedious
state of the two groups thus far treat- "Made in a minute" says Dr. Shoop. up. unless found in the hands of
some innocent purchaser for value be- ed, New York approaching it most Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant
WANTED-Partn- er
fore maturity; 2. That the holder or
with small
Sold
Andrews.
Frank
by
surprise.
nearly.
chicken ranch business. See
of said promissory note when 'taI
Delaware.
found may be made a party defendant Oeddis. Moffett & Co.. southeast cor-tAbout, Ii2 per cent of the state taxes
this suit; 3. That the said mort- - 1H'r of Plaza.
conies from corporations.
There is a
gage with the record thereof, may be
sharp separation of the sources of
ordered cancelled, set aside and vacat- POSITION WANTED By
drug-ed- ;
state and local taxation taxation of
HOW THEY STAND.
4.
That the said plaintiff may gists, single young man with refer-hav- e
corporations for state purposes and
such other relief in equity as ences. Can register in New Mexico,
the general property tax for local purNational League.
may be just and proper and that he M. C. Jones, Green Ridge, Mo.
poses.
Won. Lost Per Ct. may recover his costs in this suit ex- .
.
Delaware has an "annual franchise Chicago
14
.641
25
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by thr
15
.634 reference to the complaint
26
tax," corresponding more or less to New York ...
filed in Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
the 'capital-stock
.526 saia cause. And that unless you enter Co., maps and
20
tax" in other states, Cincinnati
is
prices t Charles E.
with two branches
IS
(1) a tax on the Pittsburg
is .5011 your appearance in said cause on or Michael, Real Estate,
22
.476 before the 7th day of
20
par value of authorized capital stock St. Louis
August, A. D.
2::
of certain domestic
.452 1910,
19
cor(business)
Brooklyn
be rendered
WANTEDA desirable couple who
judgment will
15
22
.W5 against you in said cause bv default. would like to go camping
porations organized after March 10, Philadelphia
in
the
26
.:!66 The name and address of
15
1S99, and doing less than 50 per cent Boston
plaintiff's at- - beautiful Santa Clara canon, with a
of their business in Delaware, and (2)
American League.
torney are: Renehan & Davies, Santa family who knows al tihe secrets of
Won Lost Per
a tax on domestic gross receipts of
Fe, New Mex.
camping. Address P O. Box Y 2.
11
.703
26
transmission, insurance (other than New York
In Witness Whereof I have here12
26
.684
life), light, heat and power and cer- Philadelphia
WANTED Men at Los Angeles. No
unto set my hand and the seal of said
16
.62S
27
tain transportation companies, with Detroit
District
Court at Santa Fe, New Mex- expense to learn trade of electricity,
21
.538
IS
the same qualifications as to date of Boston
ico, this 16th day of May, A. D. 1910. automobiles, plumbing, bricklaying by
19
15
.441
organization and place of business. Cleveland
actual work on contract jobs. Only
FRANK W. SHEA RON,
24
.415 (Seal.)
17
The second branch, aside from insur- Washington
few months required; 200 students last
Clerk.
13
22
.371
ance, is almost entirely inoperative, Chicago
year. Catalogue free. United Trade
EDW.
L.
By
SAFFORD,
Deputy.
.8
31
ouis
because, with the exception of a few St
Schol Constructing Co., Ios Angeles.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
telephone companies, no corporations
Glad to Recommend Them.
National League.
with such qualifications
appear as
TYPEWRITERS
Mr. E. Weakley, Kokomo, Ind., says:
Pittsburg at Boston.
having any gross receipts in Dela-- ;
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
Cleaned,
and repaired. New
adjusted
ware.
"After taking Foley Kidney Pills, the
platens furnished. Kiblions mid suinlis
at
Chicago
Philadelphia.
merManufacturing,
severe backache left me, my kidneys Typewriters sold, exchaniriHl and rented
mining and
St. Louis at New York.
cantile companies not subject to the
became stronger, the secretions natur- - stl"ull,r(1 makes handled. All repair work
American
League.
annual franchise tax pay a graduated
and typewriters kuh ran toed. Santa Ve
al and my bladder no longer pained Typewriter
Washington at Detroit.
license tax on the cash value of the
Kxchanre.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
jme. I am glad to recommend
Foley
property used or bought by them.
Boston at Chicago.
If you want anything on earth tiy
Kidney Pills." In a yellow package.
In cases not subject to the annual
New York at St. Louis.
Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
a New Mexican Want Ad
s
franchise tax there is a
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
tax applied to express, light, heat and
National League.
tax
wire
on
a
and
power companies,
12; Chicago 2.
Philadelphia
mileage applying to telegraph and
Cincinnati 1; Brooklyn 0.
telephone companies.
Express and
New York 5; St. Louis 1.
telephone companies also pay certain
American League.
i?
license taxes.
New York 2; St. Louis 1.
The constitution forbids the taxing
1.
Detroit 4; Washington
of stock of domestic corporations in
Western League.
the hands of nonresidents, and stocks
Topeka 2; Wichita 0.
and bonds in the hands of residents
Denver 9; St. Joseph 0.
are not taxed.
Omaha 6; Lincoln 3.
While there are a number of laws
Sioux City 11; Des Moines 6.
taxing railways upon their business,
American Association.
earnings, rolling stock, etc., these
Minneapolis 2; Indianapolis 5.
taxes have all been commuted to the
St. Paul 0; Toledo 3.
payment of a fixed lump sum in each
Kansas City 6; Columbus 4.
case, a policy which has existed for a
Milwaukee 2; Ixmisville 1.
number of years.
Southern League.
In 1909 there was received by the
Nashville 5, 4; New Orleans 2, 1.
state from railroads abqut $107,000;
Atlanta 1; Montgomery 4.
the annual franchise tax brought in
Chattanooga 7; Birmingham 5.
about. $35,000, and the tax from transMemphis 2; .Mobile 1.
V
mission companies about $10,000. Or-- '
7t
fees
of
ganization
corporations Notice for Publication
Isolated Trart
amounted to about $75,000.
'A
No. 012067.
Public Land Sale.
Maryland.
The proportionate amount derived Department of the Interior,
by the state from special taxation of
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., .jj
t
corporations is small, about 32
June 3, 1910.
of the total state tax receipts.
Notice is hereby given that, as di- (',
This, however, does not include a rected by the Commissioner of the
large sum received froni corporations General Land Office, under provisions
under the general property tax, an Gf Act of Congress approved June 27, V
amount which can not be segregated 1906 (34 Stats., 517), we will offer at:
"capital-stocThere is a
public sale, to the highest bidder, at ((
iax, wiucn, nuwever, is in essence a i) o CIOCK a. m., on the 27th day Of ?(
;eneral property tax applied to cor July, at this office, the following .1"
porations. It is collected through the described land:
of NE 4 of Sec. 15, T. 15, l1'
SE
corporations, based on t heir assets, an l
may be charged by the corporations to N., R. 9 E. N. M. P. M. O. B.
the stockholders, which in some cases
ny person claiming adversely the
is done. Railroads are exempt from above - described land are advised to
this tax. Most of the proceeds of the file their claims, or objections, on or t,t
tax goes to the public schools, so that before the time designated for sale, ij'
MANUEL R. OTERO,
uoin in principle anu application u is
hardly a state corporation tax.
Register.
Railroads, transmission and other
FRED MULLER,
!
e
public-servicReceiver.
companies are taxed on
their gross receipts. Shares of stockin corporations taxed either by the
Tell some deserving Rheumatic suf- - .
s
tax ferer, that there is yet one simple way capital-stocor the
are exempt in the hands of stock- - to certain relief. Get Dr. Shoop's
holders.
book on Rheumatism and a free trial J
By far the most important single test. This book will make it entirely
tax for state purposes is the gross-re- clear how Rheumatic pains are quickly )
ceipts tax, which in the year entie.l killed by Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Rem-- ! r.
September, 1909, produced about $642,- edy liquid or tablets. Send no money.
000. The capital-stoctax produced The test is free. Surprisa some dis-j'- j
about $107,000. The only other large heartened sufferer by first getting fori':
item is the tax on insurance com- - him the book from Dr. Shoop, Racine, i).
panies and savings-bank- s
deposits of Wis. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
i
about $307,000.
v
District of Columbia.
NOTICE.
The proportionate amount derived Territory of New Mexico, County of V
from special taxation of corporations
Santa Fe, ss :
is about 16 per cent. This, however.
No. 6604.
Tn tho niatript Pnurt- of the PMrst.
does not include a. larsre sum reecived
from corporations under the general Judicial District, of the Territory of
it'
nronertv
on
tnr
call Man,
..
Uovln nr,'(t,i
. tn- - -Y , on nmnnnt
I
m.vt..v wViirh
Ill
'
nUUlli
'"I ttio
not be segregated. In the District County of Santa Fe.
there is perhaps the broadest applica- Charles A. Siringo, plaintiff, vs. W.
tax SO P . ftrw
tion of the
nrnnertv
unit ttia nn.
Cohtno- UUM
vn. oml
IU1U n
V. rV. J.VUk,U.Ug,,
t,r,
far observed. The majority of corpor- - known claimants of interests in the
ations come only under that tax.
premises hereinafter described, ad- - iff
There is a gross-reeciptax on verse to the nlaintiff. and the un-- 1 ii
, ,
. J
x
'L
a
I,
.J n
rortuc. 1 r, ,v,
ctraat
li
iiiiu a fiio"
nuuwii ciaimallis OI laieicats ill
vumiiomes
earnings tax on gas, electric light, tei- - promissory note hereinafter described, y
CATRON
M W. TRAVIS,
ephone and certain financial com- - defendants.
tt
BLOCK
The said defendants W. P. Cox and ft
panies. There is no special tax on
Propt

also a state tax on gross receipts of
transportation, transmission and elec- trie light companies in addition to the
capital stock and corporate loan taxes,
which produced in lfn"9 about $1,500,- -
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mJOPKRY AND BAKERY
20 to 60c a dz OKAINuc.
Sive 1 da wrapper, from our Oranges

seLd

6-- 2

cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago III., ard get a nice
Silver Pia-t d Orange Spoon.

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every any, picked ripe shipped on ice, the
flavor 15c Eery thing the roaj kt l tfi'orcs in ve
tables.
Piffle

F. ANDREWS

Hl 4

of

ami to Delegate W. H. Andrews.

j

j

1

su to ouc a az

2

war be in charge and will serve refresh-- j who was instructress of Spanish at
ments. There is no admission fee and the Brounsberger Home school, Los
Arrested for Blackmail Lee Smith, the public is invited to attend the' Angeles, Cal., the Southern CaliforAs the county teachers' in- - nia Business
(Continued From Page Two.)
College, Harvard Milalias W. H. Barker, was arrested at affair.
now in session, the teachers' itary College and
stitute
is
lately was a member
Roswell on the charge of attempting
M. R. Otero will be at home to his blackmail on Lycurgus
L. Johnson are especially invited to see this ex-- j of the Albuquerque Business College,
Mr. Rollins is recognized as Albuquerque. N. .,1.
friends from 6 to 9 p. m. at 179 East whom he asked for a check of $150 as hibit.
cer- one of the greatest painters of the Insilence
of
Palace avenue.
his
regarding
ih,. price
dian and Indian scenes: his Grand
A Tempestuous Adventure will make tain alleged offenses of Johnson.
COUNTIES HELP GOOD ROADS.
Canon picture is one of his master-you forget your day's troubles. Visit
Demurrer Overruled In the district
the Elks' theater tonight and see for court at Albuquerque, Judge Ira A. Ab- pieces and a miniature of this great
(Continued from Page One.)
now is on exhibition.
yourself.
bott overruled the demurrer in the painting
See How the Seminole Half Breeds case of .1. M. Bloom vs. the Dominion
Spot Cash Store Attention is call- entries; one application for repayment
are driven from Florida to the old Const ruction Companv and the New ed to the advertisement of the Spot two applications for amendment;
reservation in Louisiana. It's at the Mexico Central Railroad. The plain Casn Store which will hold a special eight leaves of absence; 1:1 homestead
entries proved up; 18 proofs made on
Elks' tonight.
tiff seeks to enforce a lien against the 'sale tomorrow.
Death of George Lammon George two companies.
Fifty Now at Institute There are desert land entries; 26 contests disI. amnion, ager 32 years, died yester17
Divorce Refused Judge Ira A. Ab- now fifty teachers attending the Santa posed of; two mineral entries;
day at Albuquerque. His home is in bott has entered the final decree in Fe County Institute and more are ex- small holding claims were passed for
San Francisco.
district court at Albuquerque in the pected before the end of the week. patent; six homesteads made in for14 homesteads were reto be There?
Are You Going
case of Mrs. Ernestine Cantrell vs. E. There were a number of interesting est reserves;
Where. At the matinee Thursday af- A. Cantrell, the plaintiff seeking di- talks delivered today and discussions linquished; 17 entries reported for
149 letters from general
ternoon. Will I, guess yes. Prices 5 vorce on the grounds of cruelty,
ensued.
County Superintendent of cancellation;
and 10c. Show at 3 o'clock.
The court School J. V. Conway attended the in- - land office received and answered; 773
and abandonment.
School Board Meets Today As it denied the application.
Mrs. miscellane6us letters received and an
stitute during the forenoon.
133 contests are now
,
a
was impossible to get
quorum last
Change on Alamo Forest Supervi- Dixon delivered an address this after-- swered;
to
wuu
decided
school
board
the
m.
or
noon
Aeai
night
soi
Aiamogoiuu.
meet at 4 o'clock this afternoon.
bail charge of the Alamo forest has
New Advertisement Attention is t:ikep a furlough of twelve months
THIS HAPPENED IN HEART
INSTITUTE NOTES
OF EASTERN METROPOLIS.
called to the new advertisement of nrni iinon his return will enter the
Frank F. Gormley telling the public field service. He will be succeeded
(Communicated.)
New York, June 7. Pauline Kraye-kthat he offers his services as a taxi- !,v Y. II. B Kent of the Florida for- The Santa Fe County Institute
of 197 East Third street, Manhatdermist.
r.ts but before that in charge ' of an
rolls flfty students today, June 7, tan, 19 years old, and of unusually atRemember there will be a ladies'
i forest
1910. The new members who enrolled tractive appearance, was taken to the
matinee Thursday
and children's
Manager Herrera Signs Chicagoans
are: John Cooch, Frank Ortiz, Norwegian hospital, Brooklyn, after
Fe
3
today
the
a
Santa
of
with
at
o'clock
Herrera
afternoon
complete
Manager
Cox , Paulita Montoya. Ruth having been lured to a barn on Sixty-fourtchange of pictures. Prices 5 and 10c. Athletic club is being congratulated Albert
Rebecca Rendon, Jose Vil-thRendon,
to
fans
two
street, near One Hundred and
on
join
therate.
Chicago
Elks'
getting
lanueva.
Tenth avenue, in Brooklyn, where she
Athletic baseball team. The playRoswell to Have Cold Storage Plant
A cold storage and ice plant is be- ers are P. A. Conway and A. J. Wes- Mrs. George Dixon, the instructress, was attacked with almost incredible
ing erected at Roswell through the re- man. who have just arrived from Chi- - always prompt and cheerful, brings brutality.
Two young men lured the girl to
modeling of the old ice plant of cago and are registered at the Coro- her students up to her expectations
nado hotel. It is said they will prove with such tact and ease that the stu-- a the barn on the pretext of showing her
Haynes & Bonney.
valuable addition to the team.
dent does not realize how well he is the way to a trolley car she wanted
Pleasing News for Charley Ross
to take. Forced into the barn, her
A Socorro dispatch says that Charles
Treated Like Princes in Meadow doing.
that
of
declared
E. Ross, formerly of this city,
fans
Local
the
Mr.
today
clothing was torn off, she was bound
City
superintendent
Conway,
secretary to Hon. H. O. Bur-su- they were "treated like princes" in Sauta Fe county, visits the institute and then subjected to torture until
has fallen heir to $80,(100.
the Meadow City Sunday, where they regularly and lends his assistance she became helpless.
The wherever possible. He wishes each
The pupils of Misses Boyle, McGib-bon- , spent the day as excursionists.
The fiendish assailants with the
DuVal and Phelps can get their Santa Feans who made the trip ex- - member to do his best and wants to
girl's
hatpins, punctured her flesh
individual exhibits from the exhibi- pressed pleasure that Las Vegas was mSLe this a banner year for the insti-p- l from the soles of her feet to her head.
tion room Wednesday
morning be
eased at the way the crowd behaved tute.
her and
They beat and bruised
tween ten and twelve o'clock.
and said that the Las Vegans spared
In connection with the hearty wel-n- pounded her face with their fists, and
Council Meets Tonight The city
pains to make the visitors feel that
extended to the members by our finally showed her what they said was
council will hold an important meet- the freedom of the city was theirs.
Mayor Mr. Arthur Seligman, one of the arm of their last victim a woman
ing tonight when a number of new
our councilmen, extended this most who persisted in resisting them.
F. W. Mackie Succeeds C. J. Neis
ordinances will be brought before the It was officially announced today that hearty welcome:
In the same barn where this attack
council and other important business Fred Mackie, chief clerk of the New
"Tell al the teachers of the
occurred another young woman, Helen
transacted.
Central, has succeeded C. J. tute they are welcome to the city of Wilson of Brooklyn, was attacked last
Bungalow Destroyed By Fire at Ros- Neis, as manager of the Peerless base- - Santa Fe, all doors are open to them, Wednesday. She was not tortured and
well The pretty bungalow of Henry ball team. Mr. Neis remains with the the
keys have been thrown into the beaten, however, and the police apparRamirez at Roswell, was destroyed by team as assistant manager. Mr. Neis, river."
ently did not manifest much interest
fire. The Are was caused by the ex- it is said, found he has so much legal
We have enrolled in the institute in her case.
is
an
loss
The
oil
of
plosion
lamp.
work to attend to in the land of- - graduates from St. Michael's College,
They became tremendously active
$2,000 and the insurance $1 000.
flee this summer that he thought it Sisters of Loretto Academy, Presby- - in Miss
Krayeka's case, however, and
AdLincoln County Seat Case Under
well for some one else to take (he terian Mission school, Universities of made an arrest a few hours after they
visement After hearing arguments management of the team, but he con- - California and Chicago and last but
had visited her in the hospital.
at El Paso, Texas, Judge M. C. Mech-e- sented to remain as assistant.
least, graduates from the Spanish- jnot
The prisoner, Joseph Murdock, ad-- ,
has taken the Lincoln county seat
of American Normal schol of El Rito, N. mitted that he was in the barn, and
Exhibition The exhibition
Art
A
injunction case under advisement.
the
from the brush of that M.
tlhat he knew that men in the barn
decision is expected the latter part of notedpictures
Los Angeles artist, W. E. Rol-- !
Clement Ortiz is the oldest member had a woman there, but he denied takthis week.
jlins, opened today in the Old Palace lof the institute being 78 years old, is ing part in the attack. He was taken
Petition For Cemetery Highway iand many persons viewed the pictures still active along educational lines.
before the girl in the hospital, and
The custodian of the National ceme- this morning.
The exhibition is in
Sara McCoy of Topeka, Kansas, she recognized him as a man who had
tery is today circulating a petition for the nature of a social function as well j who attended the state Agricultural not only looked on at her torture, but
the construction of a suitable highway as one of art, and this afternoon and j College, Manhattan, Kansas, Campbell who had robbed her of $90 and a gold
from the city to the National ceme- evening as well as tomorrow after-- j University, Holton, Kansas, is a mem-noo- watch and chain.
tery. It has been signed by the counand evening the ladies whose j her of the institute as is Mrs. M. C.
Murdock was locked up on a tech'
ty and city officials and copies will be" names were announced yesterday wilL Navarro formerly of Albuquerque, nical charge.
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e have just received our new Stock of this

e

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THftM

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

e

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

o

COAL YARD

&

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

insti-Mexic-

YvRDONHICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

j
i

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

j

j

2SIE3

SATISFACTION

HKbl

ASSURED

HEODORE
bUbS CORRICK'S HACK LINE IORRIOK..
Piod

SERVICE

pSXes

BHggies

o

j

j

and Saddle Horses

n
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Young Men Who are

About

to Graduate.
You don't graduate very often in tnis
world; some of you only once, per-

haps. It's an important event every
time, no matter how many times you
graduate; it means a good deal to you
now and in the future.

For these reasons you want to be
especially well dressed for it; you
want to lookas. well as you can for
your own sake and for the sake of
your friends who will sit in front to
see you. They want to see you looking your best.
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Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes are
made for the purpose of helping, a
young man to look his best; tlhey're
the kind of clothes that are themselves an educational force in good
quality. The fabrics are all wool; the
clothes are perfectly made; they're
iitylish and they fit right.
We have special models for young
men; not small men's sizes, but
clothes designed for young men to
wear; the kind that bring out and emphasize the strong, athletic lines of
the figure. We'd like to have a hand
in getting you ready to graduate; we'd
like to see you wearing these clothes;
we'd be proud of you as our representative, just as your friends will be
proud of you as theirs. Blue Serge
suits, self striped and plain, black and
Oxford gray suits, a great range of
fancy weaves. Suits $20.00 to $27.50.

'

Copyright

1

909 by Hart Schaffner & Marx

NATHAN SALMON
1

